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Abstract
Animism, Spirit, and Environmental Activism
Brendan Myers
University of Guelph, 2000
Advisors:
Prof. Peter Loptson, Prof. John McMurtry.
The first chapter presents Animism as a coherent foundational
principle for environmental philosophy.

Beginning with an examination

of what spirit means to indigenous people. 1 offer a revision of classical
animism, called "global animism".

Three general principles constitute

global animism: motion and transience, energy and connectivity, and a
global Iife-seeking purposiveness, called The Will to Life.
The second chapter explores how the Will to Life can mistake
itself.

Parasitism is the Will to Life in self-negating pathological

disorder.

Certain human activities must be characterized as

parasitism, because of their destructiveness.

An "activist sequence"

explains why environmental activisrn, including and especially radical
and confrontational activism, is a needed force to hait the destruction
of the environment. Finally, a guiding ethical principle called the

"activists' imperative" argues that we are called upon to disobey the
demands of disordered social institutions.

The environmental activist

is a catalyst for the rectification of the disordered Will to Life.
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Chapter One
Ten years ago 1 sat against a cedar tree that grew from the edge of a
lirnestone cliff overlooking the Grand River. It was my habit at the time to go to
that tree because it was a good place to read books undisturbed. The wind
shaking the autumn leaves and the rocks at the shallow river bottom produced

a sound that washed over me. I kept to my books, but at some point I put
down the books and listened to the river, flowing over the rocks. And then 1
listened to the wind in the trees. 1 enjoyed the life around me. When I returned
home in the evening, I had left my books behind.

I had known about the food chain and the water cycle by then, and I knew
about some of the threats to environmental life from pollution and unrestrained
resource extraction. These facts were taught in my primary school as "Social
and Environmental Science". These are important things to know about. when
one wishes to think about environmental philosophy, but even some ecologists
admit the need for a kind of "greater picture", or holistic conception of what
this thing called nature is, and the position of human beings in it. The journal
that 1 kept at the tirne cites that day in Auturnn as the day that 1 became
philosophically and spiritually interested in nature at the level of the greater
picture. This project is a continuation of that interest, for 1 am inquiring into a
certain way of thinking about nature. To inquire into nature at ail, in the

philosophical discipline of metaphysics, grants a kind of value to nature because
to do so presupposes that nature is worth thinking about, and important among
problems which metaphysicians engage. The best conceptions of nature grant
value to nature, and also to the thinker who conceives it as valuable. When the
method and style of the investigation into nature are guided by reason,
inspiration, care, or any other virtue, the thinker invests herself with virtue.
Philosophy contends with great problems, and sol at least for a little while,
everyone who does phiiosophy is elevated in this way to a certain kind of
greatness.
This thesis asks two central questions. The main question for the first
chapter is, "what is the spirit of nature?" By spirit I mean a foundational
principle of being which may be thought of as "behind", "supporting", or
"within" things, in a way that is at least loosely analogous to the ordinary
language concept "spirit". The question for the second chapter is, "what ethic
follows from the spirit of nature?" It is, among other things, the project of
philosophy to expose the underlying assumptions that people have about such
grand topics as nature and metaphysics, so that we can examine them, and
then affirm or reject them based on some standard of excellence. I must also
add that this is primarily not a work of interpretation, for 1 am not simply giving

an account or an explanation of one or two other thinkers, but 1 am

constructing a new insight by synthesizing the thoughts of many thinkers as
well as original thoughts of my own.
The origin of the English word "Nature" suggests birth, for it comes from
the Latin word "natura", the future tense of "nasci", and "nat-", meaning, "to

be born".' There is also the notion that a thing's nature is the fundamentai,
persistent qualities of something that make it what it is. We also Say that an
event is natural when it is uncoerced or unencumbered by an external force
acting upon it (which means, free) and hence able to behave in accord with its
own order. Finally, there is the environmentai sense of the word, in which we
Say nature is the aggregate of al1 living beings, atmospheric conditions, physical
elernents, and so forth, in an ecosystem.
An attitude towards nature presupposes a decision about what nature
essentially is, and so philosophy, and in particular metaphysics, is a relevant
fieid of inquiry with which to develop and criticize scch attitudes. It is
important to know what one's attitude towards nature is, because such
attitudes invariably direct the ways in which we use nature, or abuse nature as
the case may be. If we conceive of nature one way, then we use it one way,
and if we conceive of nature a different way, we use it another way. Consider

..

AI1 sources for word origins used in this thesis corne from m a r y of Wwd OriJoseph Shipley (Philosophical Library, New York, 1 945)

by

farming: is it the means of subsistence for a population, or is it a commercial
enterprise? To argue that farming is a means of providing sustenance for a
population, one has the attitude that nature is a source of nourishing
sustenance. To argue that farming is a commercial enterprise requires one to
have the attitude that nature is a repository of material resources that c m be
sold. Stan Rowe, a Canadian ecologist, in his book Home Place, has argued that
thinking of nature as a resource led to the colonization of the prairie provinces;
farming in the Canadian West was begun partially to compete with American
westward expansion but also to seIl food to the rapidly growing labour force in
the industrialized eastern provinces, and in Europe? Consider resource
extraction: are forestry and rnining to be understood as a triumphs of human
technological power, or as activities which contribute to the betterment of llfe
by supplying us with the rnaterials we need to make things? Or, are they an
exercise of unrestrained profit-seeking greed? Consider genetic engineering and
reproduction technology: is it the successful progress of the human quest for
knowledge, or the means for prornoting health and fertility? Or, is it a
misguided and dangerous intervention in the process of life? One attitude
cornes from the conception of an organism as an object, and the other, as a

Rowe. Stan. Home Place: Fsavs on Fcology pg. 16.
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sentient being. Which among these attitudes is respectful of the object, and at
the same time brings a sense of respectability to the thinker who thinks it?
Decisions about the content and essence of nature are often rested in
observations of what nature does, or is made of, or what nature is good dor, and
so on. The earliest inquiries into the 'nature' of Nature were mythologicad in
character. Living beings, landforrnç, and atmospheric phenornena were
understood as alive, and bearing a mind or a spirit. This ancient way of
explaining nature and explaining the position of human beings in nature is- called
Animisrn. It is one of the basic features of 'primitive' religion as taught ta those
who study the history of ideas. Animism was also the metaphysical framiework
of understanding in which people placed not only ail living beings and al1 reality
but also themselves, for it did not presuppose a strict division of rank or
superiority between living organisms. This is the attitude about the
environment that I think we ought to have.
For the purposes of this study, "classical anirnism" is the sort of anirnism
practiced by ancient people, and to some degree practiced by many indigenous
people of t ~ d a y .Although
~
it has many variations among cultures, it includes

"...the basis of al1 that is distinctly religious in human thought is animism, the belief t h a t
humans share the world with a population of extraordinary, extracoporeal, and rnostly inwisible
beings, ranging from souk and ghosts to saints and fairies, angels, and cherubin, demons, jinni,
devils, and gods... animisfic beliefs [are] to be found in every society, and a century o f
ethnological research has yet to turn up a single exception." Marvin Harris, Our Kind (Harper
Collins, New York USA, 1989), pg. 399-400.

the idea that everything in nature is alive, and bears a spirit, including things not
usually thought to be alive in the biological sense such as rocks, streams, and
weather events. It also includes the idea of connectivity. The anthropologist

E.W.8. Tylor defined animism as "the belief that inside ordinary, visible, tangible
bodies there is a normally invisible, nonally intangible being: a SOUI".~
The
origin of the English word "Spirit" is the Latin word spirare, "to breathe", which
Shipley says is "originally the breath of life or animating principle in each of us...
the basic principle or essence of anything"5
What I am côlling the thesis of "global animisrn" is what 1 think a
contemporary kind of classical animisrn should look Iike. It features both
immanent spirit and also connectivity (and hence deserves the name of
animisrn) but in somewhat different forms.

1 realize that the question as what

gets counted as "nature" is a normative question. Moreover, 1 realize that not
ail things we might count as included in "nature" are benign, such as viruses,
predators or dangerous weather events.

When 1 speak of 'nature' and 'the

environment', I am speaking of the world populated by living organisms and the
physical means for their sustenance and al1 relationships therein, from continent

Quoted in Harris, Marvin -al
1991) pg. 284.

J. Shipley.

A n t h r o ~ w
3rd edition (HarperCollins Publishers,

New York,

r
pg. o
364.
f

sized air pressure masses down to micro-organisms and bacteria. It is
analytically true that wherever one is, one is surrounded by 'the environment',
but it is hard to think of a potted flower on the top floor of a hundred-story
office tower as dynamically participating in nature, as it would certainly do if it
were a mernber of an ecosystem somewhere and not stuck in a pot. Yet by
converting water, air, sunlight, and soi1 minerals into its sustenance, and by
producing oxygen and seeds, the flower continues to function as a participant
of nature. Wherever the functions of life are occurring, there is nature. In the
pot in the office tower, the flower must rely on caretakers, but in the garden or
the forest it relies on other participants in nature, who in turn rely on other
participants in nature, and so on, in a chain of connectivity that systemically
extends around the whole Earth.
Why look to animism, which is a religious theory long abandoned in the
west, for a doctrine to help us get along with the environment? I have already
discussed its non-anthropocentric properties. Another important reason is that
intellectual persuasion is usually not enough to inculcate in people a genuine and
heartfelt sense of obligation or duty. For ordinary people, religion, or something
akin to it, is what sets the criteria for right and wrong, and impresses those
crÏteria as a reality in their experience of life. In short, people act the way they

act because they believe what they believe.6 The two strategies in
environmental thought for defending the claim that the destruction of nature
must cease are: the re-staternent of the criterion for moral duty, and the
proposa1 of a doctrine of value or unity which can generate feelings of
sympathy. Global animism attempts to achieve both of these things
simultaneously.
It is not, however, my purpose to reinstate superstition. Actualiy, the

science of ecology, and in particular what James Lovelock calls
"geophysiology"7, gives us the background of principle that may be expressed
in spiritual language as animism. Ecology tells us that life is perfectly capable of
bootstrapping itself into existence on its own, via its capacity to self-organize,
and Global Animism tells us that that alone is precisely what makes life spiritual.

There is no need to postulate an external creator deity to explain why the
universe has properties that make the emergence of life inevitable.

Pragmatically. religion, not philosophy, is the social mechanism which ordinarily inculcates
"morality". The articulation of philosophical theory conducive to an environmental ethics is the
task of philosophy, but that task contains inherent dangers. It is philosophical theory, when
couched in religious terms as doctrine and creed, that divides people-- in contrast, it is
celebration and shared experience that unites them. To encourage a reconciliation between
man and nature, what we may need more than a carefully constructed creed or dogma is what
can only be termed "religious experienceu. Harold W. Wood, Jr., Modem Fântheism as an
Approach to Environmental Ethics E n v i r o n m e u h i c s (Vol. 7 , Summer 1985). pg. 152.
It must be noted that Lovelock never intended his Gaia Hypothesis to be a religious theory.
Chapter 9 of his book The A es of G a responds to the flood of letters from clergy and laity
alike who thought him to be on "at least nodding terms with God".

Objections and replies concerning ecocentrïsm and an thropocentrism

One can argue that members of preindustrial societies, for whom animism
is the standard attitude towards nature, are not likely to make wide conceptual
divisions between themselves and the land and creatures around them, on the
grounds that their lifestyle requires close and constant contact with the
environment.

If this is the case, it seems to impfy that social infrastructures of

production and redistribution, insofar as they separate people from the
environment. create the social conditions favourable to separated thinking.
That is the state of life in an industrialized society, such as Canada, where only

a fraction of the population is directly involved in food production and resource
extraction; 1 select these two occupations as they require close and constant
contact with the environment. In a nonindustrialised society, only a fraction of
the population was n o t involved in production, and that fraction was usually
Iimited to very young children, the elderly, or the il1 & disabled. Even so, there
may be contemporary farmers whose operations are highly mechanized and who
think of their farrn as a business and nothing more, and there may be Wiccansa

Wicca is a contemporary reiigion, founded in England in the early decades of the 20th century.
Its rnembers use the trappings of witchcraft and occultism to worship the Earth as the
primordial Goddess, and the Sun as the primordial God.

who live in city apartment towers who feel themselves profoundly close to the
land. So, apparently one's proximity to the Earth does not determine one's
attitudes towards the land.
The purpose of this project is not to assign blarne to anyone for disjoined
attitudes towards nature. It is to show that the principle of animism is a
coherent foundational principle for environmental philosophy. Animism
recognizes the sustaining relationships between people and the environment,
and grants ontological status to that relationship; it demonstrates how al1 life
including human life exists and perpetuates itself only within life-world
relationships; it demonstrates how separated thinking can account for much
needless human and environmental suffering, and waste.
An objector rnight argue that humans are profoundly distinct from other
living beings like animals and plants, on various grounds. Our technological
power, for example, marks us as special, for no other earthly species has
invented the spoken language or the wheel or the kitchen table or the
interplanetary space probe? Even the scope and extent of destruction that
human beings can create with our technological power, while horrible, mark

9 In his radio series and subsequent fiction novels, Douglas Adams makes an amusing case for

intelligence borne by non-humans. Humans think they are intelligent because they invented the
wheel, New York City, and the atomic bomb. Dolphins are more intelligent for the same reason:
because hurnans invented the wheel, etc. The joke is that no intelligent species would have
invented things that bring about needless suffering (and, may I add, the joke is on us). Adams,
Douglas. Jl-~c!Hitch Hikefs Guide to the G&xy (Pan Books, London England, 1979.)

humans as special insofar as no other agent in nature is capable of exercising
the same destructive power. Our capacity to act from moral principles also
seems unique arnong life-forms on earth, and although some of the primate
species display what appears to be moral behavior, it is not as developed nor
refined as ours.
The issue of whether nature or humanity is better or more important, or
by what criterion one or the other will be identified as better, sidesteps a
repressed premise, which

iç

that one or the other should be considered better.

Questions like whether humans are more valuable than the other species who
share the earth with us, or whether humans and other species are on par with
one another, are questions which 1 need not address for the current purpose. 1
am interested in what philosophical knowledge can be gleaned from
understanding the nature of the sharing.

I will, however, review briefly sorne of the arguments both for and against
ecocentrism, to sketch for the reader a brief background in environmental
thought.
The basis for connectivity, or ecocentrism, is that no being in the life
world is bom by its own power, and no living being sustains and perpetuates
itself with its own power alone.

It is a matter of logic that no being births itself

with its own power: to do so it would have to exist before its own birth, which is

logically contradictory. The principle of anirnism does not. by itself, deny that
humanity or any other species is distinct or better, nor does it by itself acclaim
humanity or any other species as greater than any other. It is false to suppose
that human beings somehow become less valuable when contextualised in
nature, because ecocentrism does not imply rnisanthr~py.~Olndeed some
environmental philosophers are working on abolishing the polarity of humanity
versus nature in a way that still accommodates human interests. Nonetheless
there may be some who continue to maintain that humans are somehow better
or more important. Environmental philosopher Holmes Rolston III addressed the
issue in this way:
Science has been steadily showing how the consequents (life, mind)
are built on their precedents (energy, matter), however much they
overlap them. Life and mind appear when they did not before exist,
and with this levels of value emerge which did not before exist. But
that gives no reason to Say that al1 value is an irreducible emergent
at the human (or upper animal) level. Nature does, of course, offer
possibilities for human valuation, but the vitality of the system is
not something that goes on [exclusively] in the human mind, nor is
its value. The possibility of vaiuation is carried to us by
evolutionary and ecological natural history, and such nature is
already valuable before hurnans arrive to evaluate what is taking
I o Harold Glasser identifies five 'misconceptions' and five 'logical or methodological fallacies'
built into rnost critiques of deep ecology. One reads: "Ecocentrism refers to a valuation
approach that characterizes ecosystems as wholes and defines value in terms of the well-being
and flourishing of these ecosystems; it is an assertion of the intrinsic value of both whole
ecosystems and every constituent. Misanthropy is literally the hatred of mankind. Clearly, the
fwo are not equivalent. Furthermore, since humans are eiements of ecosystems, it seems
tudicrous to even suggest the conclusion that ecocentrism somehow implies rnisanthropy." H.
Glasser, "Demystifying the Critiques of Deep Ecotogy" in M. Zirnmerman, J.B.Callicott, et.al., eds.
Environmentar 2nd edition (Prentice-Hall Inc., New Jersey USA, 1998) pg. 21 5.

place. How do we humans corne to be charged up with values, if
there was and is nothing in nature charging us up so? ... This is what
is radically wrong with anthropocentric or merely anthropogenic
value. It arrogates to humans what permeateç the community-ll
Some philosophers have defended the view that life is of no value at all.
Usually, in the western intellectual tradition, it is reason, thought, or
consciousness that bears value instead of life.12 However, it seems
contradictory to daim that some end has value and yet the means to that same
end has no value, not even instrumental vaIue.13 Such a daim would be akin to
claiming that bread has value but water and flour do not. In the case of
consciousness, the logically prior condition for its existence is a healthy and
functioning animal body with an advanced brain, as well as supportive supplies

l Holmes Rolston III, Challenges tu Environmental Ethics in Callicott, et. al,, eds. Environmem
Philosoghy pg. 142-3- Ernphasis added.
l2
The

bulk of Peter Singer's early work was to show that animals also bear rnany, if not ail, o f
the same qualities which are ordinarily thought of as exclusive to humanity. Therefore, so goes
his argument, animals have moral standing for the same reason humans do. Moreover, some of
the things for which we count humans as special do not apply to al1 humans: children and
invalids, for instance, frequently get excluded. In a way, Singer's Iogical strategy is to hold one
to strict consistency. His famous essay, All A n i m e Are F n i d (which first appeared in the
journal PhilVol 1 No 5 Summer 1974, pp. 243-257),almost single-handedly
inaugurated the animal rights movement. A response to Singer's point is to argue that the
qualifying criterion may be a matter of degree, and so some species rnay still be more valuable
than others.
l3
My argument here is a variation of that given by John McMurtry, which reads: " Life itself is of
value because, among other reasons, its worth is a requirernent that must be satisfied for any
discussion of value to take place. It is a contradiction to Say or think 'Life is of no value', and
yet to have performed and continue to perform al1 the conditions to have and keep Iife... the
conditions of our being are boundless, and so are the ways in which we must relate to them
every moment to sustain the infinite web of being alive, however much we overlook out
choices." J. McMurtry, The Fconornics of and ndem (manuscript in my possession), pg. 3.

of nutritious food, oxygen, and water from the environment. It seems very
strange to me that preceding conditions for things do not share in the value
attributed to antecedent things.
The strangeness is avoided if it is recognized that affirmation of
something implies affirmation of al1 of its prerequisite conditions, even if the
affirmation is only partial, and even if only instrumental value is affirmed. It may
be the case that, in the "end", there are no values of an intrinsic sort, but
rather every value is joined with antecedents and precedents in a vast matrix of
instrumental value. Additionally, one who negates life yet affirms a product of
life, like consciousness, presupposes that life does not bear the qualifying
criterion for value even though its products do.
The answer to both problems, the objection that only human life is
important and the objection that life itself is not important but something else
is, turns out to be the same. The qualifying criterion for value has restricted
what gets counted as valuable. Environmentai philosophy invites us to "spread
the greatness around", and see what would happen if we believed that the
logical, and perhaps more biologically sound, view is that value permeates
nature everywhere. The search for a non-anthropocentric qualifying criterion
for value is undertaken to locate the conceptual ground for the moral daim that
the destruction of the environment must cease. I have a great deal of

sympathy with this purpose, and the bulk of Chapter One is written in its
service.
The critique of the qualifying criterion for value is more than a widening of
the circle of what gets counted as deserving of moral treatment. It is also a
reversa1 of the roles that epistemology and ethics ordinarily play for one
another. The usual, and misguided, approach is to know what something is, and
then if it is found bear the qualities associated with moral standing, treat it well.
The alternative proposed by environmental ethics is that we can't know the

world at al1 unless we start to interact with it, and to treat it welt.14 In this
view, ethics cornes first, epistemology afterwards.
To be sure, this thesis is not the final word on ecocentrisrn, misanthropy
and anthropocentrisrn. A ecocentrist value theory that is free from
misanthropy and improper anthropomorphism is the "holy grail" of
environmental philosophy, and philosophers have been questing for it for
decades. One can doubt that the precise articulation of it has yet been
discovered, but one must concede that it exists nonetheless. The general idea
is that nature is an enormous and bountiful wellspring of value, in a way that
may be difficult or perhaps impossible to explain, to which we have moral

l4 Jim Cheney and Anthony Weston, "Environmental Ethics as Environmental Etiquette: Toward
an Ethics-Based Episternology" b v i r o n m e n t a l i c s Vol 21, Summer 1999, pp. 1 15-1 34.

obligations as both products of and full participants in it. These obligations may
be said to have existed at al1 times through history but are particularly relevant
and important now, because a global environmental disaster faces us with the
reality that this wellspring of value as we know it wili soon be lost to us. Nature
is being transformed by pollution and resource destruction into a condition no
longer favourable to human life.

What is Spirit?

Classical anirnism is the idea that al1 things have a spirit. What might that
spirit be? There is a fundamental problem that arises when attempting to
define "spirit". To define something literally means to give an accounting of the
limits of the thing. Nowhere is this more readily made apparent than in the
origin of the word, which is "finis", the Latin word for a boundary or an end.

The same root has given us words like "confine", "finite", "final", the French
word "finit" and, perhaps surprisingly, "finance" (which originally meant a
payment that settled accounts).

However, the meaning of words like God,

Being, Nothingness, Spirit, and others which have been among the traditional
topics of metaphysics, do not lend themselves easily to limitation. It is for this
reason that the first proposition in Anselm's 'Ontological' argument, "God is

that than which nothing greater can be conceived", or more sirnply,

"God is the

biggest thing thinkable", is a description and is not really a definition. About six
hundred years later Feuerbach will grapple with the same problern: he will
conclude that the refusal to define God is equivalent to a denial of God's
existence.15 The inability to confine Spirit does, however, grant at least one
valuable insight: Spirit is not in principle limited, but is a thing that crosses
limits.

If there is such a thing as the spirit of nature, then, whatever else can

be said about it, it is universal across all divisions within nature.
This does not rnake the attempt to define spirit any easier. This is what
speakers in some of the intellectual and indigenous traditions have to Say about
spirit. Native Okanagan writer Jeanette Armstrong says that the fourth
capacity of self, the spirit self,

...is the hardest to translate [into English]. It is referred to by the
Okanagan as a part of both the individual being and of the larger
self cf which al1 things are part. We translate the worid used for
our spirit self as 'without substance while moving continuously
outward.' The Okanagan language teaches us that this self requires
a great quietness before our other parts [physical, emotional, and
thinking-intellectual] can become conscious of it and that the other
capacities fuse together and subside in order to activate it.
l 5 "Qualities are the fire, the vital breath, the oxygen, the salt of existence. An existence in

general, an existence without qualities, is an insipidity, an absurdity... What the subject is lies
only in the predicate; the predicate is the truth of the subject-- the subject only the
personified, existing predicate, the predicate conceived as existing... The negation of the
predicates is therefore the negation of the subject," Feuerbach, "The Essence of Christianity" ir:
P. Gardiner, ed. Nineteenth-Centurv (The Free Press, New York City USA, 1969) pp.
240, 2 4 2

Okanagans describe this capacity as the place where al1 things are...
this is the true self, and it has great power. It is a source for al1
things, and affects al1 things if we engage it within the rest of our
life-force activity. The Okanagan refer to it as the living source of
our life.16
Arne Naess, who is among the most important founders of Deep Ecology, said:
People ask me, "what's the Maximum of Self-realization?" and I
then offer them sorne kind of mystical sentence, a mystic's unity
with the whole, but it doesn't appeal to me to try to find out what I
mean by that. Or, 1 Say that ultimately or fundamentally, al1 living
beings are one, but what could the full consequences of this be?
But I stick to such a formulation. There's something there that
disappears if you try to be more precise. Something elusive..Y
Hopi elder John Lansa said:
Nature is everything important to the Hopi. It is the land, al1 living
things, the water, the trees, the rocks- it is everything. It is the
force or the power that cornes from these things that keeps the
world together. This [Black Mesa] is the spiritual center of this
land. This is the most sacred place. Right here on this mesa... In
those days [before the White man came] the air was clear and
everyone could see far. We always looked to the Earth Mother for
food and nourishment. We never took more than we needed. We
lived close to the Earth as laid out by the Great Spirit. When the
white men came, everything started to get out of balance. The
white brother has no spiritual knowledge, only technical.. .la
l6 J. Armstrong. "Sharing One Skin: Okanagan Cornmunity" in J. Mander 8 E. Goldsmith. eds.

e Agârnst the Global Fconortly and for a Turn Toward the L o d (Sierra Club Books, San
Francisco, 1996) pg. 464.
David Rothenberg, Is it Painful to Think? C o n v e r s a t i o n s (University o f
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis USA. 1993) pg. 187.
l8 J. Mander, l n the A b w c e of the S a c r a (Sierra Club Books. San Francisco USA, 1991) pg.

223. This text originally appeared in an advertisement which explained why the Hopi were
resisting the construction of a coal mine in their traditional territory. The headline ran: "Like
ripping apart St. Peter's in order to seIl the marble!"

Mato-Kuwapi, "Chased By Bears", said this about Wakan tanka:
We talk to Wakan tanka and are sure he hears us, and yet it is hard
to explain what we believe about this. It is the general belief of the
Indians that after a man dies his spirit is sornewhere on the earth or
in the sky, we do not know exactly where but we are sure that his
spirit still lives. Sometimes people have agreed together that if it
were found possible for spirits to speak to men, they would make
themselves known to their friends after they died, but they never
came to speak to us again, unless, perhaps, in our sleeping dreams.
So it is with Wakan tanka. We believe that he is everywhere, yet,
he is to us as the spirits of our friends, whose voices we can not
hear.19
The name, "Wakan tanka", which is used by some Plains lndian nations, means
"Great Mystery". Annie 1. Booth and Harvey M. Jacobs wrote:
Not only do Native Americans see themselves as part of the land,
they consider the land to be part of them. This goes beyond the
romanticized love of nature that modern-day environmentalists are
said to indulge in, for the native American faced the best and the
worst of the land, and still found it to be sacred, a gift from the
Great Mystery of great meaning and value: it offered them their
very being... ln a very organic sense, the roots of the Native
American peopies were always, and still are, in the natural
comrnunities in which they h w e lived.20
The assertion about spirit that is common among al1 the world's
indigenous spiritual traditions, of which the above-quoted examples are a
representative sample, is that spirit has something to do with connectivity with

19

T.C. McLuhan, Touch The

Earth. (New Press, Toronto, 1971) pg. 39.

20 A. Booth & H. Jacobs, Ties That Bind, ~ v i r o n m e n t ~ i c niver~ence
s:
and Convergence pg.

259.

the land, and that the precise nature of that connectivity is a mystery. The
word "mystery" rneans something hidden, invisible, incornprehensible, or beyond
human understanding; it comes from a Greek word meaning "to close the eyes
or lips". Within the context of a spiritual tradition, Mystery means something
unknowable to the intellect. Knowledge of a mystery is available not by
explanation but by some other means.
One of the non-intellectuai means is direct experience, as in the manner
of David Hume's orange?

Knowiedge of colou:,

the qualities of sound like tone

and pitch, tastes, emotions, and the like, are similarly non-intellectual.
Something about the receptivity of the person and the surrounding conditions
combines into a spiritual experience, and it may occur anywhere, in
wildernesses, in churches, city streets, and so on. Athletes and musicians, for
example, often have something very like a spiritual experience, which they refer
to as "the zone" or "the groove".22 James Joyce calls this sort of experience

an "epiphany". I am not the first to postulats that environmental philosophy is
somehow founded upon a spiritual experience of nature: Henry David Thoreau,

*' You cannot explain what an orange tastes like to someone who has never eaten one.

You

must feed that person an orange.
22 AS a rnusician rnyself, I can attest to this: a good "grooven is an heightened state of mental

awareness in which one is able to anticipate the other performers without any obvious visual or
auditory cues.

John Muir, N Scott Momaday, Harold Wood Jr.,*3 and Annie Dillard, to name only
a few, argued that that realization that nature must be preserved against
hurnan incursion cornes from a spiritual (and also aesthetic) experience of
nature. E.O. Wilson's "Biophilia", and Arne Naess' "Deep Ecology" may be
regarded as similar to Global Animisrn. for having analogous philosophical
foundations and purposes. The wildness, danger, and brutality of nature was
not excluded from their spiritual vision, and so it is hard to Say that they speak
with naive idealisrn: for Thoreau, for example, the 'wildness' of nature is exactly

what makes nature so appealing to human sensitivities, in part because of its
contrast with civilization, and in part because it appeals to a deep and heavily
repressed wildness within us.
Discussions of spirit might remain abstract and theological, if it were not
the case that for so rnany people, spiritual realizations produce a driving urge to
undertake social and environmental action. Here are three examples. John

Seed, director of the Rainforest Information Center in Australia, was once asked
how he deals with despair, given the apparent insurmountable difficulty of
struggling against corporate interests to Save Australian rainforests. His
response was, "1 try to rernember that it's not me, John Seed, trying to protect

23 Incidentally, Wood argues that it is not only via knowledge, but also by works-and deeds.

that one can corne to know the spirit of nature. See H. Wood Jr., "Modern Pantheism as an
Approach to Environmentai Ethics" bvir~lirnentalF t h i c ~Vol 7, Summer 1985, pp. 151-1 63.

the rainforest. Rather I'm part of the rainforest protecting myself. I am that
part of the rainforest recently emerged into human thinking."24 Paul Watson,
the famous captain of the Sea Shepherd , which ramrned and sank the 678-ton
Portuguese whale hunter Sierra (with no loss of human life, unlike the bombing

cf the Rainbow Warrior), said that his mission to protect the whales came to
him in a vision in an Oglala Sioux sweat lodge. He was initiated into the tribe
just after the 1973 uprising at Wounded Knee, during which he assisted the
tribe as a medic. In the vision, a buffalo told him that he should "concentrate
on the mammals of the sea, especially whalesn.25 As a third example, Native
people who engage in organized resistance against the takeover of their land by
colonial political powers or by resource corporations, almost invariably offer a
religious or spiritual reason for why they resist. The land, in the Native point of
view, is "not a commodity that can be bought or sold, and to rip it open to mine
it is deeply sacrilegious to all lndian people."26

24

J. Macy, 'The Greening of the Self" Green Fgg Vol 29 No 116, Nov/Dec 1996, pg. 13.

25 Rik Scarce, 'The Sea Shepherds: Bringing Justice to the High Seas" in VanDeVeer 8

eas. The Environmental m

C. Pierce,

s and Poiicv Rook, pg. 606,

26 J. Mander, ln the Absence of the Sacre& pg. 223. It may be argued that prior to European
contact, many native tribes also mined and logged the land invasively. However, this may be
countered on two grounds: first, the daim by Native people that the land should be treated well
really ought to be taken at face value without irrelevant 'ad hominem', and second, native
econornic activity is not as machine-intensive nor as devastating on such a large scaIe as
conternporary practices.

The motivational power of the spiritual experience is enough to make it
worthy of inquiry even if only on social or political grounds. I postulate

-

additionally that the motivational power of the spiritual experience is indicative
that knowledge of spirit is not disjoined from knowledge of reality.27 Rather,
knowledge of spirit would seem to entail a greater, or more inclusive range of
awareness of the world, in part experienced as a sense of "one-ness", but also
experienced as a revealed purpose. Visionaries often speak not of acquiring a
new purpose, but realizing a purpose they had al1 along, because of the "oneness" that always existed but was not previously understood. The nature and
reality of the experience itself, because it is so often inexpressible, is open to

the criticism that it is nothing more than a delusion, a dream, a or a mere
electro-chemicai state in the brain. Even if this were so, because of its power
to transform a person's character and inspire a person to action, we should
inquire into it. Even if it is nothing more than the product of human
imagination, it is still a carrier of insights about the inner life of hurnan being.

Native American culture is clear on this point because, unlike Western tradition, it has no
bearings of distinction between religious and secular life.
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The Three Principles of Global Animism

The immanent presence of spirit within al1 things is one basis for the
connectivity of al1 living beings, and al1 environmental phenornena. It is the
foundation of shared ontology above and beyond the simple claim that al1
bodies are energy from the same quantum field, or composed of the same subatomic particles. The purely physical case for connectivity is that al1 living
beings rely upon the same source material for sustenance; we al1 breathe the
same air, we al1 require water, we al1 rely on the same Sun as a source of heat
energy (except insofar as we build surrogate "suns", like fires or electric radiators), we al1 are born from other living beings, and we al1 consume organic
matter for food. Living beings are, for each other, a source of sustenance, for
we are parents (as life sustains other Iife as a natural function of being alive),
and we are fodder (as life sustains other life by death). Non-organic factors like
air, heat, water, and rninerals also sustain life in the same way. Nature is a
world of connectivity.
Global anirnisrn proposes that the central mystery, the immanent spirit, of
nature,

is energy whose rnovements may be characterized as the Will to Life.

With three organizing principles I investigate the animism of nature, with an ear
for the plausibility, the usefulness, and the coherence of the thesis, to show

that the will of nature is essentially a will to iife. Global Animism is a three-part
harmony of movement, empowered by energy, governed by immanent and
willful purposiveness. The life of a living being is made possible by a
transference or transformation of energy, received from the world and then
imparted to the world again in a relationship of dynamic connectivity. The
underlying rule that directs and governs how energy can transform, and to what
purpose, is the mysterious Will to Life.

The Firçt Principle: Motion and Transience

Environments in nature become more complex over time, as
environmental conditions and forces contact and interact with one another.
Essentially, environments become more complex over time because
environmental elements are always in motion, and always changing. This
physical foundation is where animism begins; the emphasis is not so much on
what nature is made of, but what it is doing (its animation). There is no
enduring, permanent and unchanging being: there is a perpetual state of
becoming.
This can be verified simply and empirically. We observe the myriad things
decaying, weakening, fragmenting, disintegrating, falling apart, decomposing,

ceasing animation.

Connecting al1 of these phenomena together into a unified

conceptual framework of understanding is the rnystery of death. We observe
the myriad things emerging, constituting, grcwing, combining, coming together,
creating, commencing animation. Connecting al1 of these phenomena together
into a unified conceptual framework of understanding is the mystery of birth.

We observe the myriad things transforming, correcting, reacting, developing,
elaborating, moving, repeating, continuing animation. Connecting al1 of these
phenomena together into a unified conceptual framework of understanding is
the mystery of change, or motion. The principles of death and birth themselves
described above can be reduced to the more general principle of motion, for
they posit a state of affairs at any given time that is somehow not identical to
the state of affairs at any previous tirne. Crowfoot, an orator for the Blackfoot
Confederacy, spoke of the transience of life on his deathbed this way: "What is
life? It is the flash of a firefly in the night. It is the breath of a buffalo in the
wintertime.

It is the little shadow which runs across the grass and loses itself

in the S~nset."~8Bis moving words express that there is still a sense of beauty
and dignity in the passing forms.
One observes that nature is always in motion, but there is a sense in

which nature always makes predictable motions. So, we must account for the
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T.C. McLewen. Touch The Fam pg. 12.

apparent orderiiness of changes in nature. One of the ways in which we can
understand this regularity is as rhythm. Summer follows winter follows summer,
for example. Waves roll upon the shore in rhythm. Living beings sleep and then
wake and sleep again, their hearts beat, and in the larger scope of life they
grow, mature, and die, and giow again in another living being (by parentage or
by supplying its body as food). Such is the rhythm of environmentai life; it is
likened to a great circle or spiral by some abonginal mystics, as well as Eastern
mystics. Heraclitus commented on the rhythmic sequence of the world when he
said "the same thing is both living and dead, and the waking and the sleeping,
and the young and old; for these things transformed are those, and those
transforrned back again are these?

Black Elk, a Native leader, speaks about

the rhythm of the world:
You have noticed that everything an lndian does is in a circle, and
that is because the Power of the World always works in circles, and
everything tries to be round... Even the seasons form a great circle
in their changing, and always corne back again to where they were.
The Iife of a man is a circle from childhood to childhood and so it is
in everything where power moves. Our tipis were round like the
nests of birds and these were always set in a circle, the nation's
hoop, a nest of many nests where the Great Spirit meant for us to
hatch our children.30

29 Curd &

McKirahan, A P r e s m c s Re-,

30 TC. McLewen.

.

pg. 3 6

Touch The Earth pg. 42.

Rhythmic sequence is a naturai cycle whose iterations are a general striving
towards the third principle of Global Animism, the sustenance and the
empowerment of life.

The Second Principle: Energy and Connectivity

The word Energy has many meanings. Here, I take it to mean a force or
power which enables movement or change ("work") to occur. Energy is
directed and channeled by some immanent principle of organization along
circuits of transmission, including but not lirnited to the food chain. The
particular way of understanding the acquisition and use of energy, with
reference to living beings and environmental phenornena, is called Connectivity.

No being sustains or perpetuates itself by means of its own power alone.
When we inhale, air from the surrounding environment enters our bodies and
when we exhale, the air from within our bodies escapes to the world. This
means that the world immediately surrounding us is perpetually penetrating us
and receiving us; it is moving through us. As we seek out other life for our
food, and other non-living environmental elements as well, to sustain o u r own
life, we are permitting and facilitating the entry of outer elements into our

bodies. In this way the outer environment enters our being, and in this sense
forms one body with our body.
Energy doeç more than merely sustain life. Energy positively empowers
life, giving life the ability to do things. When in abundance, energy enables life
to go beyond the activities minimally necessary to continue living, into ranges
of activity that arnplify and improve the quality and conditions of Iife.
Energy is to be found in the rnaterial elements that beings appropriate for
themselves, and also in non-physical elements like heat, light, and electricity.
Energy enters an organism through the air we breathe, the water and food we
consume, and through the sound and light that stimulate our organs of
sensation which in turn stimulate our brains. With this energy we fashion our
own flesh and bones, as well as propel our action and consciousness, and it is
through thinking and movemen: that we produce energy which the world
receives and to which it responds. Material elements that our bodies produce is
also energy that empowers the world, as in the case of carbon dioxide from our
breath which feeds the plants, our own flesh fertilizing the soi1 or feeding a
scavenger, a rnother breastfeeding her child, and two lovers sexually conceiving
a child. Energy enters earthly ecosystems from the Sun, where it heats the
atmosphere and ocean, and empowers the green plants and bacteria. It filters
up through the food chah to the top carnivores, converting into biomass and

rnovement-power along the way. At the death and decay of plants and animals
the remainder of this energy is converted into soi1 and earth, some of which reenters the circuit via the roots of plants and the action of autotrophs
(organisms that live directly off nonliving matter, like fungi, moss, and
protozoa), and some of which dissipates into entropy. An organism is a
"transformation station for energy"31 and an ecosystem consists in the dynamic
current of energy from life to life. The streaming current of energy is easily
likened to the "breath" which is the etymology of "spirit", for energy flows into
and out of our being in a similarly constant and rhythmic way. lndeed many
philosophers discuss the energy that animates life, and its uncountably diverse
channels of transmission, and give a name for it, such as:
Ch1i,32 the Chinese word meaning "vital breath" or "subtle force".
Fire, one of the four classic elements (as Heraclitus used it)33
Electricity34

J. G. Bennett, An Introduction to Gcrdiieff (Stonehill Publishing Co., New York USA, 1973)
pg. 36. According to Bennett's analysis of Gurdjieff's philosophy, the "fate" of being a
transformation station for energy is an inevitable destiny for ail human beings. The "fate" o f
producing energy efficiently, or towards moral purposes, is not inevitable but is something we
must choose.
31

32 For a discussion of the translation of this word, see Wing-Tsit Chan, ed. Chinese Philosophy

(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey USA, 1963) pg. 784.
33 For Heraclitus, fire is not an enduring substance, but a process by which changes are
explained. The universe, according to Heraclitus, is "an ever living fire being kindled in measures
and extinguished in measuresU. In other words, the universe is a dynamic process in which
things corne inio being and p a s out of being. Curd & McKirahan, A Presocr~csReade[ pg. 37.

The Force35
Magick36

The Dance of Shiva Nataraja37
Prana38
The insight that life is dynarnic energy has also been a part of environmental
philosophy in the twentieth century. Two essays that veritably initiated the
discipline of environmental philosophy, T h e m d

by Aldo Leopold and The

ions of t h e u n d Ethic, by J. Baird Callicott, devote large
sections to a description of a circuit of energy called a "land pyramid" or
"biota". Leopold says:

Electricity (and also Ether) is the term that Chinese philosopher T'an Ssu-t'ung uses to refer
to that *something supremely refined and subtle, which makes everything adhere, penetrates
everything, and connects everything so that al1 is perrneated by it... Electricity is not confined
to space, for there is nothing which it does not integrate and penetrate." Wing-Tsit Chan, ed.
pp. 738-9.
34

35 The Force is a fictitious life-energy principle described in the Star W m films by George

Lucas.
36 This is the name that Wiccans give for the psychic energy generated by organic and
environmentai processes. The "kW differentiates psychic energy from the illusions performed
by stage magicians, and so is not a spelling error, See, for example, Starhawk, The a i r a l Dance
(Harper, San Francisco USA, 1989) pp 14 1- 15 1.

"The cosmic dance of Shiva as king of the dance is seen as the symbol of the eternal
movernent of the universe... The circle of flames around Shiva is energy in its purest form, but
also the fire of cremation. At the same time it is the symbol of the holy mantra, AUM, the basic
sound of creation." ER. Jansen, The Rook of Hindu Image?: The Gods and their Sv(Binkey
Kok, Diever, the Netherlands, 1993) pg. 1 1 1 .

37

38 This is a term for active force in Tibetan mysticisrn.

Land, then, is not merely soil; it is a fountain of energy flowing
through a circuit of soils, plants, and animals. Food chains are the
living channels which conduct energy upward; death and decay
return it to the soil. The circuit is not closed: some energy is
dissipated in decay, sorne is added by absorption from the air,
some is stored in soils, peats, and long lived forests; but it is a
sustained circuit, like a slawly augmented fund of life.39
Neither Leopold nor Callicott include sensation or physical movement as modes
for the reception and production of energy; both authors restrict their discourse
to the food chain.
Leopold regarded the biota as a system that "tends towards stability and
integrity". More recent science has moved away from this point of view, and
suggested that ecosystems are actually chaotic and unpredictable.40
"Population dynamics" and "evolutionary biology" has for the most part
replaced "natural history", although scientists continue to use equilibrium
models in field research and computer simulations. Concepts like "stability" and
"integrity" are still in use but in a much different way than in Leopold's time.
Yet Leopold's Land Pyramid remains a reasonably coherent mode1 nonetheless:

39 A. Leopold, 'The Land Ethicu Environmental niilosophy pg. 95.
40 "The balance of nature' does not exist, and perhaps never has existed. The numbers of wild
animals are constantly varying to a greater or less extent, and the variations are usually
irregular in period and always irreguiar in amplitude." C. S. Elton, Animal Fcoloav and FvolutiM
(Oxford University Press, New York, 1930) The "balance of nature" metaphor was more or less
abandoned when ecologists discovered that not only are population densities not sustained over
time, but also that oscillations between the relative density of predator and prey species are
not sustained either. For a discussion of this, see Sharon Kingsiand, Modelin- NaWe: EDisodes
mry of P o u on Fcology (University of Chicago Press, Chicago USA, 1985)

it based only on wnat an organism or community of organisms rnust do to be
sustained. The circuit of energy presupposes an emphasis on process, activity,
and event, whereas attempts to mathematically quantify and predict population
density emphasize the individual animal, alone or in groups.

Additionally, as

Leopold points out, the circuit of energy can find new channels as unstable
paris of the ecosystem are transformed. The introduction of a species from a
different region, the migration or extinction of a species, the depletion of soi1
minerais, are al1 examples of radical instabilities in a local ecosystem that require
the circuit of energy to adjust itself into a new course. Areas may have
differing capacities to adjust to the new course for the transmission of vital
energy, and the adjustment may entail a radical transformation of the
composition of the area and possibly even the climate.4'

The introduction of

industrial toxins to the channels of energy transmission is undoubtedly the most
serious and far-reaching stress to which ecosysternç have had to adjust (which I
discuss in detail in chapter two). Nevertheless the energy courses on, perhaps
now through a grassy field instead of through a swamp, perhaps now through
clover instead of through grass. As we have seen in the first principle of global
animisrn, the elements of nature are always changing, always in motion.

"Industry, by polluting waters or obstructing them with dams. may exclude the plants and
animals necessary to keep energy in circulation," A. Leopold, "The Land Ethic", EnvironmeriIâl
pg. 95.
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Within us, outer elements sustain and empower Our life by rneans of their
transformations. Where once was water and air, and animals and plants. is now
an organic capability to move. It is necessary to think of a living being not
primarily as a stable, individual entities unto itself, but instead, as biophysicist
Harold Morowitz puts it, as

...a dissipative structure, that is it does not endure in and of itself
but only as a result of the continual flow of energy through the
system. An example rnight be instructive. Consider a vortex in a
stream of flowing water. The vortex is a structure made of an
ever-changing group of water molecules. It does not exist as an
entity in the classical Western sense; it exists only because of the
flow of water through the stream. In the same sense, the
structures out of which biological entities are made are transient,
unstable entities with constantly changing molecules, dependant on
a constant flow of energy from food in order to maintain form and
structure... From this point of view the reality of individuals is
problematic because they do not exist per se but only as local
perturbations in this universal energy flow.42
Each local perturbation has its own unique shape, just as no two human
beings have identical fingerprints or faces, and occupies a location in the
system not occupied by any other being, therefore it is appropriate to
regard each particular energy structure as discreet, unique, and analogous
to the individuality of the spirits that classical animism placed within
trees, animals, landforms, and weather events. However, the underlying
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H. Morowitz. quoted in J. Baird Callicott. "The Conceptual Foundations of the Land Ethicu

Environmentalpg. 113.

One is reminded of Gurdjieff.

substance (sub

+ stand,

or "placed below") of things, the material (from

Old French "Mater", or "mother-stuff") that is formed into discreet
shapes, is the animating energy, and is the sarne for all. This is the basis
for the general principle of connectivity, or "deep self" that one finds in
indigenous traditions, and the prerequisite for being in the world. The
differentiation of discreet individuality exists on the level of surfaceappearances, not on the "deep" level of the foundation of being.
The inclusive self, the "deep self", to some degree follows from
abandonment of self-other disjunctions and the rejection of epistemic
differentiation. As life incorporates the world into itself, through simple
processes like drinking and breathing, life's sense of self is extended to
include the range of material elements and organisrns to which we are
connected.43 It is not that the sense of "self" goes beyond the discreet
boundaries of the skin, producing poetically interesting but logically
problematic daims like "All things are one". Connectivity is not
sameness. It is that the energy which in this place has taken the forrn of

T'an Ssu-T'ung also seems to conclude that the energy principle, which he called electricity,
implies connectivity, and additionally it irnplies the moral principle of jen, humanity. "Electricity
must be brain [consciousness] without physical form or solid substance. Since men know that i t
is the power of the brain that pervades throughout the five sense organs and the hundred
bones and makes thern one body, they should know that the power of electricity pervades
throughout heaven, earth, the ten thousand things, the self and the other, and makes them one
body.-. Electricity is everywhere. It follows that the self is everywhere. Erroneously to make a
43

"me" is the same energy which in another place has taken the form of the
tree, the animal, the river, and so on, and rnoreover it is the sarne energy
flowing from the tree, into me, and back to the tree again. No being
perpetuates itself or sustains itself by means of its own power alone, but
naturally incorporates parts of the environment around it, capturing and
releasing energy, so that its continued life is enabled. The energy shared
by and flowing through al1 that lives and much of the non-living

environment as well, is the "deep self", the common foundation of being,
the connectivity of life.
The "deepening of the Self" made its first appearance in Western

A Surnrnary by Arne Naess. The basic principle had, of course, been a
part of some of the world's most ancient spiritual philosophies for
centuries, especially including the wisdom of indigenous people. Jeanette
Armstrong comrnents that her people, the Okanagans, teach that
the physical self is one part of the whole self that depends entirely
on the parts of us that exist beyond the skin. We survive within
our skin and inside the rest of our vast "external" selves... The
body is the Earth itself. Our flesh, blood, and bones are Earth-body;
in al1 cycles in which Earth moves, so does our body. We are
everything that surrounds us, including the vast forces we only

distinction between the self and the other is to be without humanity." Wing-Tsit Chan, ed.
ese Philoso~hy,pg. 739.

glimpse... Our word for body literally means "the land-dreaming
~apacity.~~
We grow up believing that our sense of individual personhood, or our
private "lu, is the whole of our being. One who believes thus is perfectly
capable of carrying on with life, for it is a belief consistent with most of our
experiences and which makes possible much pragmatic utility. However, a
larger, more inclusive self is discovered when the boundary between the self
and the world is found to be permeable and therefore indeterminate. Where
does the private self end and the rest of the worid begin? Through one's
connectivity with the world, one's sense of self is extended to include a larger,
'global' body, the whole of nature, a body that is as wide as the planet, with
whole living beings for its cells, the currents of water for its bloodstream, the
wind for its breath, and the crust of the earth for its bones. it is conceivable as
a single organism, but an organism of a different kind than animals and plants
for it seamlessly integrates organic with inorganic matter, and indeed the bulk
of its volume is inorganic. It is a body not subjçct to death, for its existence is

maintained by both the life and the death of its constituent cells. James
Lovelock describes this global body, in words remarkably similar to the principle
of "one skin" which Armstrong described:
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J. Armstrong, 'Sharing One Skin: Okanagan Community" in J. Mander 8 E. Goldsmith, eds.
st the Global Fconomv a M for a Turn Toward the Local (Sierra Club Books, San

Physicists are agreed that life is an open system. But like one of
those Russian dolls which enclose a series of smaller and still
smaller dolls, life exists within a set of boundaries. The outer
boundary is the Earth's atmospheric edge to space. Within the
planetary boundary, entities diminish but grow ever more intense as
the inward progression goes from Gaia to ecosystems, to plants
and animais, to cells and to DNA. The boundary of the planet then
circurnscribes a living organism, Gaia, a system made up of all the
living things and their environment. There is no clear distinction
anywhere on the Eadh's surface between living and nonliving
matter. There is merely a hierarchy of intensity going from the
"materialn environment of the rocks and the atrnosphere to the
living cells.45

The Third Principle: The Will to Life

There seems to be something more to the life of organisms than is given
in pureiy physical explanations of movement and energy-transference, even for
organisms that do not bear sentience. Although most biologists deny it, there
seems to be enough of a consistency or pattern in the movement of living
systems to give at least the appearance of a teleology, an inner programme or
purpoçiveness that steers a n organism to an "end", and gives the organism

what Aristotle called the "final cause", which is an explanation cf why, and for
what purpose, something exists. My argument is that this programme is real,
but not externally applied, and 1 cal1 it the Will to Life.

Francisco, 1996) pg. 463.

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to define the Will to Life analytically,
because, as an object of knowledge, the will is a mystery; it is not a thing or
event having positive qualities (Le. qualities that one could posit in an analytic
proposition) that could be known intellectually. We cannot speak of the will as
"green" or "round" (except perhaps only metaphorically) because it is not
embodied. It is appropriate, however, to at least describe the Will, or at any
rate to examine that which might appropriately be named a manifestation of
will. The Will to Life is the perpetual movement towards more life. To b e more
precise, it is the principle of self-organization46 by which the channels of energy
transmission are diversified, and the volume of energy in transit is increased.
Movement that sustains, increases, and diversifies life is a manifest expression
of the will to life.
Energy is always doing something; that is, after all, what makes it energy.
In nature, everything that energy does is, in principle, exactly the same action:
every movement of energy maintains life. I can think of no movement of
energy within a planetary biosphere that does not maintain life, one way or

45

James Lovelock. The A ~ A Sof

G& (W.W. Norton, New York,

1990) pg. 40. Emphasis added.

46 The self-organizing universe, supported by Erich Jantsch, llya Prigogine, Ludwig Boltzmann,
and others scientists, is an alternative mode1 to the materialist-deterrninist universe. The basic
idea is that stability and order, the basis of the rnaterialist-determinist model, does not obtain
life: a planet of thermodynamic equiiibrium would be a dead planet, like Mars. Rather, instability,
disorder, and thermodynamic disequilibrium, or some other principle by which any system
sornething more than the sum of its parts, is the origin of life.

another.47 Perhaps the best exarnple is the regulation of global environmental
conditions to keep them favourable to life, by means of the collaboration (CO+
labour, "work together") of the very living beings who benefit from an
hospitable environment. By means of ecosystems and cornmunities, in
planetwide chains of enerçy-exchange, life modifies the Earth's physical
environment to regulate many factors that sustain and enable life.48 Air and
ocean temperature, total land area, oxygen content of air and water, and so on,
are among the environmental factors regulated by living beings as they work
together, over uncountably many generations, to make the world more
favourable to life. Even cosmic energy reflecting off the ice caps back into
space contributes to warming the earth. One tree, by itself, does not produce
enough oxygen to increase the entire atmosphere's oxygen content
rneasurably; but ten thousand generations of trees in an area the size of an
entire continent (say, the entire Amazon jungle) certainly does impact upon the
atmosphere enough to make that kind of measurable change. Grass pushes
through highway asphalt to reach the Sun. The bullet-wounded deer continues

Even the human production and use of certain kinds of energy, [ike electricity, maintains life.
Electricity maintains human life by illuminating our dwellings and powering our machines. The
energy need not be channeled through organic flesh to perform its vital Iife-serving function.
47

"AS James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis have pointed out in their Gaia hypothesis, life has
effectively transformed the entire surface of the earth so as to increase the capture of solar
energy." Eric J. Lerner, Jhe R i Rmcr Never H w e n e d Random House, NY, 1992, pg. 306.
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to gasp for breath as it dies. A virus appropriates the DNA of another organism
to reproduce itself. Wind disperses and distributes vital oxygen produced by
plants for consurnption by animals, and carbon dioxide from animals for
consumption by plants. Water distributes itself through ecosysterns via rain
and streams. Ocean currents regulate global temperatures within the required
range for the flourishing of life. These are all movements of energy with a lifesewing pattern. It is not unreasonable, therefore to postulate a general Will
encoded into nature and al1 its constituents, a Will that strives for life, not only
at the individual level but on a global level as organisms collectively transform
the environrnent into a state more favourable to life.
In the western philosophical tradition, one cannot study the Will without
invoking Schopenhauer. Will is, according to him, the Kantian thing-in-itself, and
a principie of primordial unity. Will is a unity because
it is free from al1 plurality, although its phenomena in time and
space are innumerable. It is itself one, yet not as an object is one,
for the unity of an object is known only in contrast to possible
plurality... it is one as that which lies outçide time and space,
outside the principium individuationis, that is to Say, outside the
possibility of plurality.49
The Will is a mystery, in that it is knowable by means of experience rather than
intellect: "...the concept of will is of al1 possible concepts the only one that has

its origin not in the phenornenon, not in the mere representation of perception,
but which cornes frorn within, and proceeds from the most immediate
consciousness of everyone."50 In other words, we know the Will innately or by
inner intuition, and not intellectually nor analytically. Finaily, knowledge of the
Will is not disjoined from knowledge of embodied reality, because
The a d of will and the action of the body are not two different
states objectively known... but are one and the same thing, though
given in two entirely different ways, first quite directly, and then in
perception for the understanding. The action of the body is
nothing but the act of will objectified... this applies to every
movernent of the body, not merely to movement following on
motives, but also involuntary movement following on mere stimuli;
indeed that the whole body is nothing but the objectified will ... Only
in reflection are willing and acting different; in reality they are one.
Every true, genuine, immediate act of will is also at once and
directly a manifest act of the body.51
Thus the Will brings Global Animism full circle, to its beginning in motion and
transience. The Will to life confirms every quality of the spiritual experience
previously described: its immanent presence; its non-analytic, division-crossing
epistemology; and, as Chapter Two will explain, its ability to inspire decisive
ethical action. "My body and my will are one".
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E.F.J. Payne, trans. A. Schopenhauer, The World as W
i11 and R e g r e s e n w Volume 1,
(Dover Publications, New York USA, 1 969) pg. 1 13.
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Objections and replies concerning the Will to Life

A standard explanation of the apparent teleology of Iife might run like
this: Spirit is not a mystery but a material system, a process by which changing
physical conditions yield new possibilities for energy capture and distribution.

My reply: the perpetual change of physical conditions is precisely the sort of
purposeful, moving, striving, expressive, reaching determination (not preexistent determinism) which Schopenhauer typically called the will. The
constant motion towards an aim, or end, is a characteristic of the will, and in
nature's case the aim is to perpetuate itself, by sustaining existing life and
promoting new Iife. Schopenhauer can be said to agree: "The whole tree is only
the constantly repeated phenornenon of one and the same impulse that
manifests itself most simply in the fiber, and is repeated and easily recognizable
in the construction of leaf, stem, branch, and trunk."s2
It may seem as if this Will is a self-referential contradiction, for just as the

arrow cannot be its own target, and the eye cannot take itself for its subject,
the will cannot be its own purpose. What is really going on is the movements of
individual liveç to sustain the environmental life systems in which they dwell,

-
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and simultaneously the movements of whole systems to sustain the individuals
within them. There is also a rnovement of individuals to sustain other
individuals. and a movement of systems to sustain other systems. Both
situations are two different kinds of rnovements which result in the
maintenance and increase of life on a different plane of organization. So, the
Will to Life is, after all, a self-referential movement, but not a contradictory one.
Another objector might ask, is this will a conscious teleology? This is an
issue which disturbed James Lovelock. He writes, "1 am happy with the thought
that the universe has properties that make the emergence of life and Gaia
inevitable. But I react to the assertion that it was created with this purpose".s3
It is not that the global body has a consciousness of its own in which the
movements of its systems are premeditated.54 It is ihat the structures of life
must also be a force within any being that lives. One structure is the exchange
of energy with other cells in the global body, on which our own continued
existence depends. Another is the rhythmic motions of life such as heartbeats,
breath, sleeping cycles, and environmental motions such as the turning of the
seasons. Another is the punctuation of time by transitions from one stage of
life to another, which in human life are the major "rites of passage", from

53 J. Lovelock,

The w s of

a.
Pg. 205.

54 Does the global body have a global consciousness? I am satisfied to remain agnostic on that
point. 0 is not necessary to posit a global consciousness to understand my general point.

chiidhood to adult, from adult to elder, and from the living to the non-living
state.
If global animism is not a conscious teleoiogy, is it an order characterized
by some other kind of intelligence? Does global animism support the famous
Argument from Design, by which theologians attempt to demonstrate the
existence of God? I agree that the resemblance is there, but if global animism
supports a God of any kind, then it is not the Judeo-Christian God whose
existence is supported. The Will of nature is not a transcendent, omnipotent
intelligence, which is how western religions typically characterize God; it is a
mysterious principle embedded, or "programmed" in the world itself, explainable
without reference to transcendent or occult spirit-realities inaccessible to our
senses. The aim by which the will to Iife moves is not an airn that is beyond
itself, such as a salvation or a perfection postulated for the future but as of yet
unattained. It is life's capacity to self-organize that I think has been mistaken
for an external, directing God.
Schopenhauer is quick to point out that his own will and the will of nature
are not qualitatively the sarne. The conscious will has a capacity for knowing
that it expresses itself, whereas the non-conscious will simply expresses itself.
According to Schopenhauer, nature expresses the non-conscious will, and l am

in agreement. But because the will is non-conscious, Schopenhauer
characterizes it as "blind" and "empty", with which 1 disagree; because the will
to life does not seek beyond itself for its purpose, it may be mistaken for a
blind striving, but actually it is a purpose in itseif, the ultimate intrinsic good.

The argument does not show that the WiII to Life bears any moral
interests in itself (such as mercy or salvation, for example). The rain waters the
crops and the weeds equally. "Even though a man is bad, when has the Tao
rejected him?"55 The WiII to Life lives within everyone and impartially empowers
everyone, from the most beatific to the most vile.
Another objection to the claim that nature is willful, is that the claim risks
anthropomorphism. Will is usually thought of as an exclusively human
characteristic; attributing human characteristics to non-human entities (like
Nature) is anthropomorphism. The reason that anthropomorphism is generally
thought to be bad is because it prevents comprehensive understanding of
things. Humans have human characteristics, and other things have other-thing
characteristics, and the two sets are not always the same; if we wrongly
assume that they are, it becomes difficult to gain a clear understanding of nonhuman things. 1 believe that Will is not an exclusively hurnan trait, and so I am

55 Tao Te Ching, chapter

62.

not wrongfully committing anthropocentrism. We must beware reserving for
ourselves alone a quality that is borne by al1 life.

1 know of rnyself that my existence is a product of the connectivity of life,
and that my existence participates in certain rhythmic sequences. I also know,
by intuitive observation, that I bear a will. Other environmental phenomena are
also products of the connectivity of life, and participate in similar rhythmic
sequences. I can infer, therefore, that other environmental phenomena also
bear a similar will. We can understand the will of nature by understanding our
own will as a microcosm of the macrocosmic wilt of nature. Connected to the
first argument, stated above, I can strengthen the inference by observing that
rny will is also a moving, striving, reaching, purposeful force just as is nature's
will.

Surnmat-y and concluding remarks for Chapter One: the ecological

role of philosophy.

What, in sum, has been accomplished thus far? Global Animism is the
idea that instead of a "spirit", in the usual sense of the word, there is
everywhere in nature an energy whose pattern of movement may be
characterized as the Will to Life. The Will to Life, which is the true "spirit"

within things, is an mysterious, immanent impulse, which prompts al1 things
within nature to maintain and improve the conditions of their existence. In
particular, the will to Iife prompts living things to attach tnemselves to other
living things in relationships of connectivity, through which we receive and
produce the energy necessary for ongoing life.
What is not supplied by the will to life, or at any rate what is not supplied
to humans, is a particular plan for specifically arranging our connectivity. The
animals and plants, for the most part, are able to arrange themselves in various

kinds of relationships quite naturally, because their biological instincts or
genetic makeup has already equipped them with the "knowledge" that they
need to do so. The possibilities are five: parasitism; commensalism; and three
varieties of syrnbiosis.56
Hurnans do enter life with a package of instincts and genetic
predispositions but our capacity to learn and to choose is the more dominant
force in our being. This is what makes ethics possible and relevant. I believe
that an important source of instructions for how to place ourselves in the
environment-- as place ourselves we must do, for we cannot live otherwise-- is

The three forms of symbiosis are facultative. obligate. and symbiogenesis. Two organisms
or groups are in facultative symbiosis if they help each other, but are able to live apart from
each other. They are in obligate symbiosis if they are unable to Iive without each other. In
symbiogenesis, the organisms are so completely intertwined that they reproduce as one
organism. The organelles within eukaryotic cells, such as mitochondria, may be thought of as
discreet life forms living in symbiogenesis with the whole cell of which they are a part.
56

phiiosophy, and especially ethics. Aldo Leopold regarded ethics as a process of
ecological evolution; the origin of ethics, in his view, is

...the

tendency of interdependent individuals or groups to evolve
modes of CO-operation... An ethic may be regarded as a mode of
guidance for meeting ecological situations so new or intricate, or
involving such deferred reactions, that the path of social
expediency is not discernible to the average individual. Animal
instincts are modes of guidance for the individual meeting such
situations. Ethics are possibly a kind of community instinct in-themaking-57
Leopold's definition, or perhaps description, of ethics unfortunately cornes with
a buiit-in presupposition: he claims that it is not just any kind of relationship
with others that ethics helps us to make, but it is symbiotic relationships that
ethics promotes.

He writes, "Politics and econornics are advanced symbioses in

which the original free-for-al1 competition has been replaced, in part, by COoperative mechanisms with an ethical content"s8 The most that can really be
said here, logically, is that politics and economics are advanced cotlaborative
(not necessarily CO-operative) mechanisms. Collaboration implies working
together, but does not irnply the mutual benefit to al1 participants that cooperation and syrnbiosis implies. The nature of such collaboration may or rnay
not be symbiotic, and may or may not have ethical content. Jean Jacques
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Rousseau, for example, argued that 'civilization', perhaps the ultimate
collaborative mechanism, is the root of ail evil, because as it programmes
people to live in terms of power inequalities, it invariably leads people away
from the pristine and fundamentally good pre-civilized condition. 1 believe an
argument of this kind does not seriously overturn Leopold's argument; in fact it
can be incorporated. Collaboration as the precursor of ethics is the salient
point we should read in Leopold's essay, and it is a compelling one.
Collaboration may lead us to good or to evil. Leopold's view implies that the
enterprise of ethics is (at least part of) the particular way in which human
beings seat themselves in their resident ecosystems, for good or ill. He does
not really provide an argument for this position; rather he states it as a fact,
which to him seems obvious enough to need no further comment. Even so, it is
not an undefendable position. Ethics is, perhaps among other things, the
inquiry into questions about 'the right way to live with others. One who follows

an ethical way of Iife implements a mode of collaboration.
The principles of global animism describe the ecological situation from
which, as Leopold believed, ethical principles emerge. The emergent ethical
principles guide and inform our mode of interaction with the world. In this way
our ethical principles can have tangible ecological effects. Our moral principles
sanctify with the blessing of moral permissibility certain ways of interacting with

the world, and condemn other ways. One's actions, alone or in collaboration
with others, are the 'delivery device', so to speak, translating our ideas about
morality into real-world events with real-world effects, be they suffering or
vitality or some mix of both. The state of the world is in large part a result of
the ethical practice of those interacting with it and responding to it. When
moral principles guide the activity of entire societies, the effects can have
ramifications for entire ecosystems. As an example of how certain moral ideas
effected environmental changes, consider Lynn White Jr.'s argument that
Christianity made possible much larger exploitations of nature than had been
possible before. She argued that "Especially in its Western form, Christianity is
the rnost anthropocentric religion the world has ever known... By destroying

pagan animism, Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood of
indifference to the feelings of natural objects."59 The rnost elegant expression
of the ecological role of ethics in its most general form that I know of cornes
from Buddhist scholar Lily de Silva:
If and when mankind realizes that large-scale devastation has taken
place as a result of his moral degeneration, a change of heart takes
place among the few surviving human beings. With gradua1 moral
regeneration, conditions improve through a long period of cause
and effect and mankind again starts to enjoy gradually increasing
prosperity and longer life. The world, including nature and mankind,

Lynn White. Jr., The Historical Roots of our Ecological Cnsis bvirnrirne-1
and Corive2nd edition (McGraw-Hill, 1998) pg. 207.
59
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stands or falls with the type of moral force at work. If immorality
grips society, man and nature deteriorate; if morality reigns, the
quality of human life and nature improves.60
Human beings bear the will to Iife, as do al1 life forms, and are expressive
of it in many ways. The individual and personal will, which Schopenhauer
describes as the microcosm of the global will, enables us to choose for
ourselves how we will express the global will to life. The rote of the general will
to life in a species capable of free choice is that of a subconscious background
of necessity: the need to survive by eating is given by the global will, yet the
choice to eat meat or vegetables is up to us. There remains an enormous and
possibly endless variety of options for what strategy to implement in fulfillment
of the will's requirements.6' These choices are moral choices; we make them
because of our belief in certain moral ideas, even if such belief is vague and
unformulated, or prograrnmed into us by some kind of conditioning. We can
also choose to ignore or repudiate the will to life, although it is usually clear
what peril this option brings upon us. Less obvious is the reality that we can
choose wrongly. Some strategies confer benefit on one group through the
suffering of other groups. Some strategies, such as over-fishing or over-

60 Lily de Silva, The Buddhist Attitude toward Nature, -mental
Converpg. 286. Emphasis added.
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Similarly, "nothing in our genes tells Our brains to use floppy disks rather than burins or stone
plaques. Nor is there anything in our genes that tells us to live in a high-rise apartment rather
than in the rnouth of a cave..." Marvin Harris, Qur Kind, pg. 126.
6'

hunting, bring a benefit in the manner of a "mortgage", a short-terrn bonanza
followed later on by an acute long-term shortage. Any strategy that extracts
from its environmental partners more energy than can be replenished naturally
cannot be slrstained indefinitely.
In such problematic cases, it is hard to Say that the will to life is not
present, because some lives somewhere are being nurtured and supported, but
it is also hard to Say that the will to life is heaithy, functioning properly, and

unmistaken about its purpose.
Chapter Two will explore some of our moral choices for interacting with
the natural world, to see to what conclusion, however radical, the exploration
might lead us.

Chapter Two
In the first chapter 1 presented an argument for Animism as the immanent
and spiritual willfulness of the environment and al1 its participating systems. 1
believe that I have retained the spirituality of Animism in a manner plausible to
people who might not be inclined to religion. Chapter Two attempts to use the
principles of global animism to give an examination of environmental activism.
The basis of the second principle of global anirnism, the principle of
connectivity, is that living beings exist in relation to one another because they
receive and produce energy, to and from each other. There are three basic
ways in which we c m characterize the relationship between any being and its
partners in the exchange: Symbiosis, Comrnensalism, and Parasitism. 1 accept
the definition of these three terms given by Kent A. Peacock, as follows:
In parasitism, one organism or species hijacks, subverts, or CO-opts
the resources of another for its own use, giving little or nothing in
return. In commensalisrn one organism or species harmlessly
coexists with another, one generally deriving benefit from the other
but doing little or no harm to the other. Comrnensalism is thus, in
effect, a kind of low-grade, tolerable parasitism. In symbiosis
(sometimes called mutualism) two or more life forms co-operate to
their rnutual survival advantage, in such a way that their combined
whole is able to employ adaptive strategies unavailable to each
rnember of the association separately.62
Kent A. Peacock, "Sustainability as Symbiosis" Altermves
Vol 21 No. 4, 1995, pp. 16-22.
In the same essay Peacock writes "60th symbiotic and parasitic relationships necessarily involve
an interchange of vital materiais, energy, or information between host and parasite. However, if
one focuses on the bookkeeping, as it were, of the interchange, it is possible to miss the crucial
difference between symbiosis and parasitism, namely the mutually regenerative nature of the
62

What I find particularly attractive about this definition is that it emphasizes the
activity of energy exchanging between participants in the relationship.
Irrelevant factors, such as the physical size of the organisms, or relative
complexity of the partners in the exchange, are selected out. Also, as Peacock
is quick to point out, energy-exchange relationships could exist between two
single organisms or between several species al1 occupying more or less the
same habitat. An entire swarm of locusts eating an entire field of grain is an
example of one group or community exchanging energy with another (in this
case, one group is predating upon another as a parasite).
Generaily speaking, energy transference occurs as a natural function of an
organism's metabolism. But whether or not one's biology provides the energy
receiving and producing action is also a fact of minor relevance. Humans seem
to have the additional capability of trapping and directing energy by means of
technological ingenuity. Although we are not photosynthetic in our bodies, we
could make use of quite a lot of sunlight using a solar cell, for example. We do
not consume rocks in the manner of certain mosses and lichens, but we do burn
coal and uranium to generate electricity. We also make use of the energy
trapped in the biomass of animals and plants that we cannot eat, through the

former, and the one-sided, degenerative nature of the latter". This 1 believe confirms not onIy
the second principle of new animism as I gave it in the first chapter, but also the way in which 1

burning of fossil fuels. Humans act as symbiotes with the land when they
contribute to soi1 restoration projects. This does not make us any less of a
participant in the global ecology: in fact this implies quite the opposite. Our
technological power has enabled us to access resources of energy nearly
everywhere, and so humanity's influence and connectivity with the natural
environment, directly or indirectly, is pervasive. We have the interesting status
of being both heterotrophs and autotrophs: in our biology we are obligate
heterotrophs and facultative omnivores, but our technology consumes energy
as an autotroph.
Most life forms instinctively know how to get the energy they need.
However, humans are not driven by instinct to anywhere near the degree that
other animals are. It is not the dominant force in our being. What substitutes
for instinct, for humans, is choice and decision. It is not for biological reasons
that the human relationship to the environment is one way or another, but for
economic, political, or cultural reasons.63 Marvin Harris, for one, has argued that
humans are guided by powerful forces of cultural selection, perhaps more so

am soon to characterise humanity's relationship to the Earth.
'We are not photosynthetic ourselves, but. if sufficiently wise, we can indirectly cause quite
a lot of photosynthesis to take place. If we 'do not do so, it is for political, psychological,
..
cultural, economic, or social reasons -- not physical reasons!" Kent Peacock, Sustainabilrtv as
of Therrnodymics (unpublished MS, in my possession), pg. 7.

63

than natural selection, in the strategies we invent for satisfying our needs and
wants.64
Since our instincts are not the dominating factor in human being
generally, what instincts we have are not going to be the dominant factor in
determining how we will organize ourselves and live together. What substitutes
for instinct, it would seern, is choice and decision, which is the domain of vital
concern for ethics. Hence, perhaps, Leopold's characterization of ethics, as well
as politics and economics, as advanced forms of symbioses. Might some of
their manifestations be advanced forms of parasitism also? It seems clear to
me that the answer is yes.
A parasite redirects toward itself the energy and activity of the host
organism, in such a way that the host organism's capacity for energy
production is undermined. A distinction between descriptive and normative
parasitism should be drawn here. Normative parasitism risks eventually
undermining itself by destroying its own source of sustenance. I will focus on
normative parasitism for rnost of the rest of this thesis. This parasitisrn still
-

64 'Cultural selection... works by preserving and propagating behavior and thoughts that more
effectively satisfy the biological and psychological demands and potentials of individuals in a
given group or subgroup. During the course of social life, there is a continuous stream of
variations in the way individuals think and behave, and these variations are continuously tested
for their abiiity to increase or decrease well-being. This testing or screening may proceed with
or without conscious weighing of costs and benefits by individuals. The important point is that
some variations turn out to be more beneficial than others and are preserved and propagated

represents the manifestation of the animist will to life, but in pathological

disorder. Although the parasite itself is acting to support and promote its own
life, and therefore continuing to manifest the will to life, the parasitic strategy
will, if unchecked, eventually bring about the destruction of its own life, and
possibly an end to its species as well unless a different strategy is ernployed.

I believe it is not overiy dramatic to Say "pathological disorder".
Something is pathologically disordered when its own activity is directly or
indirectly destructive to itself. Moreover, the agent tends not to recognize its
own disorder. What is disordered about the survival strategy of parasitism is
that it proceeds as if the connexion with its host is a one-way channel, going in
the direction of nourishing the parasite. Symbiotes, it might be objected, also
appropriate resources and energy from a source and for their own use, just as
the parasite does. The symbiote, however, empowers itself by empowering its
source of nourishment, or at least does not disempower its host with its energy
productions. The symbiote need not effect laborious zffort to receive its
sustenance; the empowerment comes as a natural result of the symbiotic
arrangement. The parasite empowers itself by, if not destroying the host
utterly, certainly disempowering and degenerating the vitality of the host.

within the group (or subgroup) and across generations, while other variations that turn out t o
be less beneficial are not preserved or propagated.' Marvin Harris, Dur
pg. 127.

Kiw,

When this happens, the parasite rnust move on to destroy another host, or
perish along with it.
When one understands how the exchange of energy between humanity
and nature is actually arranged, it becomes unequivocally clear, beyond the
realm of opinion. that the relationship is parasitism. Human industrial activity is
a parasitic attack on both the living and the non-living elements of nature's

ecosystems, in two critical ways. First, it extracts energy from the host in
unsustainably vast quantities. Second, the energy that it returns to the host
not only grants no positive benefit to the host but rather damages the host,
and in some areas of the world the total ecology has been fully destroyed.65

Diagnosing the Pathological Disorder

Here is a list of examples of what the parasitic attack on the environment

has done, which is by no means exhaustive but is sufficient for the current
purpose.

"We may not find it very flattering to be likened to a bacterial infection or a metastatic
cancer. But the evidence is damning: there is little possible doubt that the overd1 impact of the
human species on the planet is quite Iiterally (and not just metaphorically) parasitical -parasitical in the obvious sense that we extract and extort frorn the system more organized
energy and material resources than we return to it for its own use; parasitic in the even more
important sense that our activities have this damaging quality about them; we use up things so
finally and thoroughly." K, Peacock, Sustainabiiity as Symbiosis m v e s Vol. 21 No. 4
(1995) pg. 19.

We have set in motion a "greenhouse effect" which will increase global
temperatures and threaten the stability of climate and the livelihood of life
everywhere, including hurnan life. Environment Canada reported that by the
year 2100, scientists expect an increase of 5 to 7 Celsius degrees in the
Canadian arctic, and an average of 2 Celsius degrees across the whole
globe."

Another source suggests that green house gas levels could warm

the earth by up to 4 Celsius degrees by the year 2100. The average
temperature of the Earth has already increased 0.6 degrees Celsius in the
last century.G7 While that may not seem like rnuch, one must realize that
there are millions of cubic kilometers of air in our atmosphere, therefore a
general global increase of a fraction of one Celsius degree means that the
atmosphere's heat retention capacity has increased enormously.

In December 1999, Environment Canada reported that Canada experienced
ten consecutive seasons, or two and a half years, of above-average
temperatu res.68 This has corne from unrestrained production of greenhouse

66 Environment Canada. Fact Sheet:
M a m e Our Lives (internet publication:
www.ec.gc.ca/cd/climate/factsheets/sheet3e.cfm)
7 February 2000.
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Science: Global temperature is on the rise and the dangers are real
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(Environment Canada: media advisory, 13 December 1999).
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gases, which are atmospheric elements that serve to trap heat within the
biosphere. These gases are: water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxide, halocarbons and chloroflorocarbons. Some of these occur naturally, of
course: carbon dioxide is in the exhaled breath of every species in the animal
kingdom. However, methane, nitrous oxide, and the halocarbons (bromine,
chlorine, and fluorine), among others, are human-manufactured chernicals,
which enter the environment through the burning of fossil fuels, some
pesticides, and industrial processes.69

Global warming could melt the Earth's major ice sheets in Greenland and
Antarctica. Antarctica is melting at the rate of 12 cubic miles per year,
according to NASA scientists.70

If the West Antarctic ice sheet fell into the

sea and melted (not only because of global warming, but also under-ice
volcanic eruptions), the ocean level would rise by six meters, and two billion
people would die from flooding, exposure, thirst and starvation?
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Since the Industrial revolution, global atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide
have increased 30 percent, methane by 145 percent, and nitrous oxide by
15 percent. Ice core sarnples have not shown such high levels of these

gases in the last 400,000 years, which clearly links them to human industrial
a~tivity.~~

Regarding water: the general warming trend, along with other environmental
stressors like human and livestock waste, increased ultraviolet radiation, and
acid rain, will lead to increasing shortages of water. Rising temperatures
increase the rate of water evaporation, causing not only lower lake levels
such as we have seen in the Great Lakes in the last two years, but also
changes in precipitation patterns and a reduced capacity of freshwater lakes
to dilute toxins and waste.73

An example of negligence causing environmental harm: an estimated 25% of
drinking water weIls in 31 US states are threatened with MTBE contamination
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( a compound added to gasoline that reduces smog) due to spills and
underground tank Ieaks.74

The effect of our environmental crisis on human life is equally as drastic as
the effect on ecosystem life. The federal Minister of the Environment, David
Anderson, reported that "there are more than 5,000 premature deaths each
year [in Canada] caused by air borne pollution. And asthma, strongly linked
to air pollution, accounts for 25% of al1 children's absences from scho01."~5

Airborne pollutants, including pesticides, attack the lungs, skin, digestive
tract, brain and nervous system, causing asthma and lower IQ's among
children.76 A perpetual low-level exposure to smog, pesticides, and various
chernicals in our air, water, and food seems to explain the rise in childhood
diseases, behavior problerns, and even Sudden Infant Death syndrome,
according to a report published by the Canadian lnstitute of Child Heath.77
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The Canadian Wildlife Service currently lists 353 species of plants and
animais as at serious risk of total extinction, extirpation frorn Canada,
threatened, or of "special concern" for being particularly sensitive to human
activity. Endangerment and extinction occurs as a result of environmental
toxins, habitat destruction, hunting and trapping.78 In September of 2000,
The World Conservation Union listed 11,046 species at risk of extinction
worldwide, including 24% of al1 mammals and 12% of al1 birds. The year
2000 report listed 200 more species than its 1996 report?

"Climate Change", which is the new politically-correct word for what used to
be called (and in reality still is) "Global Warming", can result in changes in
ocean current circulation, rising ocean levels, lowering freshwater lake levelç,
increased precipitation, and increased frequency, intensity, and duration of
weather disasters. Growing seasons, and the migration patterns of birds and
insects rnay change, which would transform ecosystems across entire
continents. All this, in turn, can result in political difficulties, such as how to
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find shelter for environmental refugees, and economic difficulties, such as
destruction and damage to property. Already, the insurance industry has
noted a large increase in weather damage claims.80

Topsoil loss: Machine and chemical intensive agriculture practices have, since
1945, caused 11% of the Earth's land area to be degraded into uselessness,

and abandoned. This is an area larger than the combined territory of lndia
and China31

A summary comment: In December 1998, the World Wildlife Fund for Nature
found that since 1970, the Earth's environmental wealth (Le. forest and
marine ecosystems with useful resources) has been depleted by one-third,
and that the rate of destruction has increased from 1% per year in 1970 to
3% per ~ e a r . ~ ~
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I discovered another incredible fact while researching the science of
climate change. Whenever governments or the media report facts on climate
change, it is "humanity" or "human activity" that is responsible, if responsibility
is pinned on anything at ail. This way of reporting the facts reads as if the
entire human cacophony is responsible for global warming. It is simply not the
case that every human being alive is somehow equally culpable for
environmentally destructive activities. Some people are fess a burden on the
Earth than others. However, every person can be accounted for implicit

approval of environmental darnage via their non-opposition (excluding, perhaps,
those who do not know about what is happening, or who have no opportunity to
oppose it), and for enjoying the products manufactured from imrnorally
exploited environmental resources, especially when alternatives are available. It

is only in this indirect way that the use of broad generalizations like "hurnanity"
are appropriate. Otherwise, setting responsibility on "human activity" generally,
merely serves to draw attention away from the clear identification of who or
what is more directly responsible. lt might be a select few who are responsible,
or a structure of human social organization in which human beings are
functionaries in the service of the structure's ultimate purpose. The clear
identification of responsibility is crucial, because without it there can be no
effective resistance against continued environmental damage. I suggest that

"parasitism" is the quality possessed by the responsibie sector of humanity, and
the sign by which that sector may be identified.
In the sarne way, naming the problem at hand "climate change" instead of
"global warming" distracts us from the reality by rnaking the problem seem
ambiguous, benign. or not significantly different from normal climate changes
like the turning of the seasons. These manipulations are deliberate conceptual
distractions, that serve to cast doubt on the devance of the factual data being
reported, which in turn allows the full onfettered continuation of the trashing of
the earth. These manipulations both indicate and also sustain the pathological
disorder of the will to life. It is to avoid these conceptual distractions that I do
not hesitate to refer to global warming, topsoil loss, species diversity loss, and
so on, as anything less than an environmental crisis. By narning the problem
appropriately, we are enabled to know and address the problem. By the way, a
certain ancient philosopher named Confucius regarded the "rectification of
names" as fundamental to ethics.83
There have been several blatant and deliberate attempts to obfuscate
the nature of the environmental crisis. lndustry leaders have frequently created
their own environmental information and advocacy groups and given them large

83 Confucius said. "If names are not rectified. then language will not be in accord with truth.

language is not in accord with truth, then things cannot be accomplished..." Annalects 13:3.
Wing-tsit Chan, ed. minese Phifpg. 4 0 .
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amounts of capital with which to influence public opinion and political policy.
The American Petroleurn Institute, the Greening Earth Society, The Global
Climate Coalition, The Information Council on the Environment, and the Woi'ld
Coal Institute are examples of existing or defunct advocacy groups whose
campaigns were designed to "reposition global warming as theory rather than
fact", and convince people that "we are due for another ice age anyway",
burning fossil fuels is "as natural as breathing" and that increasing green house
gases have made nature "stronger and greener". Exxon Corp., Chevron Corp.,
Texaco Inc., and many other multinational fossil fuel companies funneled millions
of dollars into the carnpaigns conducted by these dummy advocacy groups, as
well as into direct political contributions84 The end result has been weakened
environmental legislation, and tediously slow introductions of new legislation.

This organized resistance against efforts to expose human parasitism on the
environment, again, both indicates and also sustains a thorough and pervasive
disorder in the will to life.
Some of the proposed solutions from government and industry to curb
global warming have totally ignored what would seern like the obvious solutions
(stop cutting so many trees, or stop producing so much CFC pollution, etc.) and
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instead focused on elaborate and technology-intensive possibilities. Here are
some examples:
Spray the oceans with iron powder. to stimulate the growth of carbon
dioxide consuming algae,
Cover the oceans with chips of polystyrene, and paint the rooftops of
buildings white, to reflect more sunlight back into space,
Release sulfur dioxide and/or ozone into the upper atmosphere via high
altitude aircraft, or by shooting "buIletsu into the sky which would melt
into gas at a certain height,
Destroy CFC molecules with laser beams.
Jerry Mander, who reported these solutions in his book
w r e d , regarded them as a perpetuation of the pro-technology attitude, which
is the attitude that created the environmental crisis in the first place. He
writes, "in rny view, it is a form of obsessive insanity, rooted in our society's
failure to grasp or respect the Iimits of the natural world."85
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lsolating the disorder

The destruction of the environment continues nearly unabated, despite
the sobering and grim reality, and the warnings of the world's most learned
scientists. Although every mernber of humanity exists in a partnership of
energy-exchange with the surrounding environment, not every person's
relationship with the Earth can be characterized as parasitism. There are
individuals and entire cultures who practice commensalisrn of some kind: the
Tibetans, the Saami people of northern Nomvay, and the nations of North and
South America's indigenous people, among many others. Their impact on the
environment is minimal and well within the carrying capacity of the local
ecosystem. This may be because the culture is sustained by nature-positive
values, which are values that recognize the relationship of human beings to the
ecosystems on which they depend. Alternately, this may be because the total
population of these cultures is small enough that it does not matter what the
values are. However, industrial civilizations cannot be characterized as one of
those commensal cultures. The demand of machine-intensive mass production
industries on the environment for raw materials, the destruction caused by the
extraction of those materials, the effluent pollution from not only the

production methods but also the products themselves as they are used (such
as car emissions), and the rising tide of post-consumption waste (that is,
garbage), c m leave no doubt that the exchange is parasitism.
It may seem that the principle of connectivity is blatantly obvious, even
to a schoolchild. Certainly the directors of any large corporation must realize
that their existence is entirely dependent on a steady flow of raw materials with
which to manufacture their products, and alsc dependant on a reliable market of
consumers to whom they may seIl their products. Clearly, therefore, simple
recognition of the fact of connectivity is not enough to expose the disorder,
and non-recognition of the fact of connectivity is not the total essence of the
disorder.
The disorder may be found in the inner attitude that one holds towards

the fact of connectivity as well as to the actual elements and life-forms on
which one relies for sustenance. The "essence of the crisis of our time",
according to Albert Einstein, concerns wha: attitude an individual has towards
society. 1 believe his words are no less relevant for being more than fifty years
old. "The individual has become more conscious than ever of his dependence
upon society. But he does not experience this dependence as a positive asset,

as an organic tie, as zf protective force, but rather as a threat to his natural

rights, or even to his econornic existence."86 An example of what he means
may be found in the neo-conservative argument that the taxation of the
wealthy is a kind of punishment for success. Einstein is here talking about
society and its organization, not the environment, but in the case of the
environment the same argument can hold true. One could argue, in this way,
that a parasite which does recognize its connectivity with the source of its
sustenance regards that source as a burden, an inconvenience, or a "necessary
evil". The particular word that economists use to describe environmental
damage is "externality".87 The very definition of the word promotes the
attitude that the environmental impact of human economic activity is an
incidental side-effect, not an inherent and predictable component, of that
activity. In this displaced attitude one finds the disorder of the will to life.
However this attitude is demonstrably false: the planet wide matrix of energy
circuits on which every individual and every industry relies, is the ground of our
being, the immanent animism without which Iife, including econornic life, is not
possible.

Einstein, Albert. Why Sociaiïsm? Monthlv Review, vol 1 issue 1. May 1949.
87 The definition of externality: "An activity is said to generate a beneficial or detrimental
externality if that activity causes incidental benefits or damages to others, and no
corresponding compensation is provided to or paid by those who generate the externality". W.
. .
Baumol, A. Blinder, W. Scarth, eds. momies: P n m l e s and Policy 2nd Canadian edition
(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Canada, Toronto, 1988) pg. 578.

One could mount the challenge that some forms of parasitism actually
contribute in some strange cornplicated way to the overall economy of energy
in nature. Wo[ves, for example, which predate on caribou, certainly do nothing
to syrnbiotically support the lives of the caribou who fall to their claws. One
could therefore characterize the relationship of these species as parasitic. Yet
the predation of wolves on caribou reduces the impact of the caribou on plant
life. Wolves will generally take the weak or the aged, which benefits the caribou
community because the net strength and vitality of the community generally is
improved. Also, the survivors, who are presumably stronger, transmit their
strength to the future generations.

If the wolves deplete the caribou

population, then their own population drops as they starve and die, reducing
their threat to the caribou groups which then increase again. In this way it
seems as if some arrangements of parasitisrn are actually good for the total
ecology in which the parasite lives. However, this apparent "positive" side to
parasitism seems to confuse parasitism with heterotrophy. A heterotroph is an
organism that must consume other organisms to survive. Heterotrophy leads
to stable population density cycling, as the example of wolves and caribou
show. It may be true that al1 parasites are heterotrophs, but if so, it is not
necessarily true that al1 heterotrophs are parasites. Moreover, it is false for an
interesting biological reason. As Peacock wrote, "There is no way that the vast

panoply of heterotrophic life is, in net, parasitic on the autotrophs; the very
idea is ridiculous. The whole ecosystem would have digested itself billions of
years ago."*8 Heterotrophy, it would seem, can actually contribute to the
ecosystem on a large scale. Parasitisrn, by definition, does not.

It may be argued that a necessary and sufficient solution is simply to
control human population size. It does appear true that if the human population
was smaller, our exploitative socio-political structures would be less of a burden
on the environment. But I am afraid I cannot accept that a reduction in human
population is the only solution, for two reasons. First of all, human parasitisrn

preys upon other human beings, not just the environment. The problem is not
eliminated. Secondly, while 1 can accept that less humans would place less of a
demand on nature for resources, and some restraint on human reproduction
might be in order, still it is necessary to take issue with the nature of the

demand and not just the volume of demand. Whether it happens on a srnaller
or larger scale, it is still parasitism, and since it is humans we are taïking about,
it is an arranged parasitisrn made possible by cultural and personal choices that
may be critiqued by ethicists. A related but distinct problem having to do with
population size is the "Malthusian population crisis", in which populations
inevitably run out of resources as they get too large. It seems to me, however,

that the re-arrangement of econornic and political structures that I advocate
would include a re-arrangement of how natural resources are managed. A more
symbiotic economic structure would include judicious distribution of available
natural resources, restraint in their extraction, and assistance given to the

.

processes that renew thein, in order to mitigate against the worst
consequences of a shortage, or prevent a shortage altogether. Such assistance
is the hallmark of genuine symbiosis.
Hurnan-industrial activity has the abiiity to tap into al1 levels of
organization in the supporting ecosystem, and so predates upon the total
ecology, both as an autotroph (as in mining) as well as a heterotroph (as in
forestry), and not merely a segment of it, and so is not sustainable in the way
that wolf predations on caribou are sustainable. Human industrial activity leaves
no resource unexploited; there is nearly nothing in the environment that is not
taken for human econornic use. Wolf predations on caribou are not comparable
to the near-genocidal attack on nature by industrial resource extraction.
Industry is one social organization which is, as Leopold put it, a CO-operative
mechanisrn out of which ethics emerges-- but the ethic that has emerged is
characterized by a belief in the right of humanity to exploit nature without limit.

One of the most precise expressions of this fact cornes from historian William
McNeill:
Time and again, a temporary approach to stabilization of new
relationships occurred as natural Iimits to the ravages of hurnankind
upon other life forms manifested themselves. Yet sooner or later,
and always within a span of time that remained minuscule in
comparison with the stanaards of biological evolution, humanity
discovered new techniques allowing fresh expioitation of hitherto
inaccessible resources, thereby renewing or intensifying damage to
other forms of life. Looked at from the point of view of other
organisms, humankind therefore resembles an acute epidemic
disease, whose occasional lapses into less virulent forms of
behavior have never yet sufficed to permit any really stable, chronic
relationship to establish itself.89

So, the moral question is, on recognizing one's own society as a parasite on the
Earth, how should one respond? It seems to me that the appropriate response
is to effect changes both in our institutions and also in our persona1 thinking?
First, one should understand clearly that it is for social, political, economic, or
cultural reasons that humanity's relationship to the Earth is arranged this way,

and we can not pretend that a natural, genetic or biological predisposition
enables us to evade moral responsibility. Even if we are genetically or
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'There are those who hold that everything depends on institutions, and that good
institutions wilf inevitably bring the millennium. And, on the other hand, there are those who
believe that what is needed is a change of heart, and that, in comparison, institutions are of
little account. I cannot accept either view. Institutions mould character, and character
transforms institutions. Reforms in both must march hand in hand." Bertrand Russell,
AutobiogLaphy (Routledge, London England, 2000) pg. 727.

biologically disposed to live in societies, there is no predisposition towards any
one of the many forms of society (democracy, cornmunism, tribal bands,
rnonarchy, etc.) with which humans have experimented. Grant Whatmough
writes: "Our real difficulty so far as ecological symbiosis is concerned is not a
matter of some lack of technical ingenuity --that is hardly possible-- but rather
the entrenchment of socio/political authority."gl In other words, human society
is a parasite on the earth because our social and political systems are set up
that way.92 Human parasitism is not a product of biological programming as
much as it is a product of economic and political choices, made by individual
decision-makers or at the level of cultural evoiution. A distinction must be
drawn between the natural parasitisrn of something like a hookworm, which can
be described by science, and the arranged parasitism of human economic
activity. Arranged parasitism, since it is the product of choices, is normative,
and may be perscribed for or against by ethics. To perscribe against it would
seem to require a re-arrangement of our social systems in order to make our
relationship with the Earth more environmentally friendly.
Another change that must take place is a transformation of
consciousness. We need to clearly see the condition of the Earth, our
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relationship with it, and afso hold the correct attitude towards it. This
transformation would not be easy. Most people would likely harbour a great
deal of inertia and resistance to the massive social changes that would
accompany any long-terrn reduction or elimination of human parasitism on the
earth. This resistance may corne from an unwiliingness to give up the wealth,
affluence, and high standard of life that they currently enjoy. Alternately, the
unwillingness to change may stem from a passive acceptance of Iife, as unfair
as it is, due to feelings of powerlessness or an inability to envision Iife any other
way. A great many people live as prisoners, unable to see the reality, perhaps

because they are enraptured by their own private wealth and luxury, or
stupefied by the passing shadows of television, or cowed by the apparently
gargantuan social forces that imprison them. This must change if the world as
we know it is to survive, and if it is the case that the majority of people are

indifferent, uncaring, or even opposed, then they need to be persuaded,
prodded, and if that fails perhaps goaded, into changing their thinking.
We have to cultivate a feeling for the earth in order to bring about
these changes. It has to corne from a feeling for the earth.
Othewise there will be no direction that is real. It will be someone
telling someone else what to do. The power can be generated from
the people, if it cornes from the heart and from inside your being.93

g3 A. Shenandoah. Discussion, in Rockefeller & Eider. eds. Spirit and
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The thrust of this chapter will be to establish a case for confrontational or
direct activism, based on the spin'tual principles of global animism.

Curing the disorder: The sequence of confrontational

activism.

It is fairly clear that a change in the way humans organize themselves and
their relationship to the environment must occur. An attempt to re-establish a
way of things that better resembles symbiosis can well include kicking out the
parasites. But sorne of those parasites are extremely powerful, and unlikely to
change their ways on their own: multinational corporations and military forces,
for example, would certainly resist a redistribution of the wealth and resources
they currently command, and often squander. If the parasites are deeply
entrenched and well estabfished powers, supplanting them to make way for
symbiotes could get confrontational.
Environmental activists, of the sort who engage in more "direct" or
"confrontational" methods, undertake a great variety of activities to achieve
their goals, such as attending large political protests, chaining themselves to
trees, and sabotaging industrial equipment. They share some basic
presuppositions about the environment and human impact on the environment.

We might list a few of them: they believe that life and nature are valuable in a

way that is not economically quantifiable. They believe that the unrestrained
resource extraction by private corporations, such as that which the Ontario
government's "Lands for Life"94 project would have made possible, undermines
that value. The nature of that value might be instrumental, good because of
something that it does for something else, like human beings, or it might be
intrinsic, good simply because it is what it is.95 The view that value is in
systerns is called holism, and the view that value is in particular organisms is
called individualism. Philosophers who take an interest in environmental issues
have been scratching their heads over the foundations of environmental value
for decades.
However, to environmental activists, the issue is quite simple, and follows
a kind of sequence in six steps. There is a certain logical progression of insights
that seem to underlie direct environmental action.
1 . The health of humanity is connected to the health of the Earth. The

health and vitality of individual organisms is contingent on the health and

'Lands for Life" would have set the total land area in northern Ontario reserved for parks or
conservation to a fixed maximum, and made existing parks and conservation areas, as well as
large tracts of crown land, available to forestry and mining companies, without the usual tax.
Although the goverment allegedly killed the project, the political drive to achieve the same
results continued under the name "Ontario Living Legacyu.
94

AS mentioned earlier, the parasitical reiationship is ultimately detrimental to the parasite
itself as it destroys the host on whom it depends for nourishment, so, understanding humanity
as a parasite on the Earth, even a completely anthropo-centric value theory may suffice t o
some degree to help change the relationship to a symbiotic one.
g5

vitality of environmental organizations on which they depend. As I indicated
earlier, human beings require the sustenance of energy that cornes from
environmental elements (the air and water) and from other organisms (the
plants and animals which we eat) that also rely on the same environmental
elements as well as other organisms. This is a restatement of the basic
principle of connectivity, the second principle of global anirnism. But it is a
point that can not be over-emphasized: "human affairs do not occur in
miraculous isolation from the biophysical framework that supports them."96
One may substitute any species of creature for "humanity" here, or any
other being of any other species that nature sustains and ernpowers.

2. The Earth is suffering.

Resource extraction (fishing, mining, forestry)

which sustains primary production industries haç rernoved from the environment
vital life-sustaining elements on a global scale, and put the earth at risk of

massive ecological disruption. Environmentai ecosystems, organizations and
communities everywhere are bearing the brunt of poisons and toxins injected
there, not only as a result of human production methods which transform
natural resources into paper, building rnaterials, fuels, and other saleable
cornmodities, but also by post-consumer waste deposited back into the

.
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environment. For evidence that this is detrimentally affecting the processes of
the life world, environmentalists look to the capacity of ecosystems to sustain
the organisms there.

3. Therefore, humanity is suffering. This is the concluding premise of the
syllogism formed by the first two steps. The middle premise tells us that the
environment is not sufficiently life-sustaining anyrnore for al1 of us, because of
the resource depletion and the presence of toxic pollutants. This leads to a
diminishment in the quality of human health, as inferred from the first premise
and the principle of connectivity.
To be sure, not al1 of human suffering is directly attributable to
environmental stress. Murderers, thieves, and other sorts of criminals can
cause a lot of needless suffering that isn't attributable to human-altered
conditions in the local bioregion. But let us refocus our lens to a wider angle. A
nation may find itself stressed as resources once thought reliable and
bottomless turn out to be drying up. Perhaps this is because the nation's
expansion brought it to the geographical limit of its territory, or perhaps the
nation drinks from the same river in which it dumps its waste. Once scarcity
becomes a recognized fact of social life, a competition ensues for what little
remains, resulting in rnany forms of human suffering: triage, strict rationing,
widening divisions between the wealthy and the impoverished, famines, civil

unrest, increased crime, and wars against neighboring territories to secure
control of their resources,
The human species is now at a point where it has reached the
geographical lirnit of the planet. There are no more new territories to colonize
and exploit, (notwithstanding the vague possibility that human beings may
colonize other planets in the next hundred years or so), and there are few, if
any, resources left which we do not tap and which are not running out. This
fact alone may be enough to explain the wars, famines. counter-culture
movements, revolutions, and disturbances that characterized the twentieth
century. It is not necessary to go into precise detail to explain how
environmentai stress causes major transformations in hurnan culture, nor is it
necessary to postulate that environmental stress is the exclusive cause. It is
enough to postulate that one of the causes, and a profoundly important cause,
of human suffering, is the suffering of the land, as it becomes less able to
receive the waste frorn, and supply the resources demanded by, the human
species.
This third point on the sequence presupposes an anthropocentric attitude
about value, that is not present in every environmentalist; for some, realizing
that the Earth is at risk of dying is enough to motivate to action. I personally

am inclined to holisrn (as my analysis to follow will show), but the point here is

to show that the sequence works no matter what one's ground of
environmental value is. Even an anthropocentric view can still motivate a
person to take action. Even a person who values the lives of human beings
above that of other life, can realize that the health or illness of the planet
affects the health or illness of human life, and so to preserve human Iife one
ought to protect the environment. Even a person who values his own life above
the lives of other human beings can make this realization.
It may be objected that the human race is not suffering, but is in fact
thriving quite well, because we are reproducing at unprecedented rates. At the
time of this writing the total population of human beings on the Earth exceeds
six billion, and shows every indication of continuing to increase. My reply is tu
daim that the size and rate of increase in the global human population is a
premise that actually supports the argument that the human species is a

parasite on the Earth. Parasitic appropriation of material resources has created
the surplus of energy that enabled humanity to multiply itself so quickly.
Moreover, because there are now so many mouths to feed, resource abundance
is swiftly becoming resource scarcity, especially in third-world countries, and

many philosophers, political activists, political leaders, and others are trying to
address the issue of inequitable distribution.

4. The civil methods to prevent the suffering of the Earth have failed us.

This is a basic assumption that most confrontational activists believe. One who
wishes to do something to prevent the death of the Earth is faced with the
option to use either civil or confrontational methods. By "civil methods", I mean
the accepted and non-confrontational channels of social discourse and decision
making, such as Our democratic institutions and the free media, which people
are encouraged to use when they wish to irnplement some decision affecting
society. Objectors to direct action suggest that activists ought to use the
existing structures within society to achieve their purpose. There are several
ways to achieve social and political goals that might be construed as more
ethical, justifiable, or even "civilized", because they do not involve violence,
property damage, interrupting industrial activity, or any other forrn of
confrontation. Criticism of environmental action typically takes the form of a
cal1 to activists to rnake use of more civilized channels of communication and
existing structures of power. This can include, but is not lirnited to, lobbying
governments, voting in elections, exercising consumer choice, writing letters to
newspapers or members of parliament, and the like. Critics of direct action
seem to assume that activists ought not to be confrontational, and also that
non-confrontational means to effect political changes are more decisiveiy

effective. I examine this assumption in greater detail in a forthcoming section
entitled "The Hidden Meaning of 'Think Globally Act Locally"'.
Activists can respond to this objection by saying that these methods
have already been tried, and are demonstrably not effective. "We cannot wait
for multinationals, we cannot wait for huge programs to do al1 of this", says an
Onondaga Nation elder.97 Activists have been using civil methods to draw
attention to the problem since it became apparent in the 196Q1s,and in the
time between then and now damage to the environment has continued to
increase in scale and impact. Solutions and alternatives that were made
available via civil communications have not been adopted, with few
exceptions.98
The Ontario Ministry of the Environment under Premier Mike Harris
provides an outstanding example of an environmental service that utterly fails
to protect the environment. Omnibus Bill 26, passed in 1996, cut the budget
to a variety of environmental programmes that had been painstakingly
assembled over the previous 25 years, including municipal garbage recycling,
industrial toxic waste control, Conservation Authority funding, and

Audrey Shenandoah, A Tradition of Thanksgiving, in
and Nature. pg. 19. To be clear,
however, her text advocates personal responsibility and not radical activism.
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The City of Guelph is one noteworthy exception: its "Wet/Dryu recycling programme, the first
of its kind on the North American continent, handles an expanded range of solid waste and also
handles organic waste, which is mulched into high-quality compost.
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environmental legislation enforcement personnel.99 The most dramatic result of
this budget cutting occurred in the spring of 2000, in which several people died
and hundredç of others fell seriously il1 from E-coli bacteria in water supplies no
longer monitored and protected by government laboratories. The elimination or
privatization of many of the ministry's responsibilities and staff, and the
slashing of 40 percent of its budget over five years, is undoubtedly a major
contributor to the poisoned water in Walkerton.lO0

As the Ontario government withdrew itself from regulating hurnan use of
Ontario's environment, it instead placed upon individual corporations an
expectation to regulate themselves.

It seems counter-intuitive to expect

corporate industry, the group that actually produces environmental toxins via
manufacturing processes and therefore the group most responsible for the
ongoing darnage to the environmentlol, to voluntarily restrain their harmful
impact on the environment. It is analogous to eliminating ail the security in a

Canadian Environmental Law Association, ÇIlllina O n m.o s Environment Toronto, April
19976, pp. 1-6.
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John Ibbitson, "The High Cost of Common Sense" The Globe arul&W 30th May, 2000. pg.

Al.
'O1 The general public. some might argue, is equally responsible for producing environmental
toxins, through the use of environrnentally hazardous consumer products such as cars and
garden weed killers. However, the manufacturer is still responsible for producitig commodities
that pollute the environment as a normal by-product of the commodityJs function. Consumes
could not be as liable for participation in environmental damage if there were fewer destructive
products available.

prison and then asking the prisoners to voluntarily stay inside. Yet this is
exactly the sort of policy that most elected officiais in Western democracies are
taking as a means to address the environmental crisis of out- time.102 Corporate
self-regulation carries with it no public accountability, nor any real and
enforceable obligation to alter any Company policy in accord with environmental
values. Corporations are really accountable to no one at al1 but their
shareholders; this is a group that in no way resembles the whole of the public,
but represents only a cross section of money-investors interested in acquirïng
more money with their investments. If corporate self-regulation may be
included as a means of addressing the environmental crisis in a nonconfrontational way, for reasons such as these it could not possibly succeed.
5. Therefore new methods ought to be attempted.

"Violence achieves

nothing" is the usual thing to Say to a confrontational activist. However,
confrontation does indeed achieve five goals that non-confrontational methods
alone do not achieve.

O2 David Anderson, the Canadian federal Minister of the Environment, reiterated the rnarketbased self-regulation approach, when he said: "The real leaders in the business community have
learned that environmental change is necessary in order to remain competitive. Good ecology
equals good business... As for incentives, we need to move beyond the traditional command and
control approach to policy making, and try to harness the forces of cornpetition, innovation, and
entrepreneurship to make the environment cleaner and safer, The more that we can rnove to a
greener tax structure and market based incentives the more we are likely to get results quickly
m Cornmittee on the
and efficiently". . Hon. David Anderson, P.C., M.P., SDeech to the S
vironm17th May 2000.

5.1 The first is an imrnediate interruption in the processes that are
responsible for damaging the environment. During the time that more civil
activists debate issues and write letters and conduct public campaigns, the
motors of industry can continue to run, extracting more resources and injecting
more pollution into the world. On the other hand, during the time that the fuel
line of a bulldozer is cut, that bulldozer cannot be used to participate in an
open-pit mine. During the time that access to a factory is prevented and its
operations discontinued, it cannot pump pollution into the atmosphere. During
the time that a drain pipe is plugged, that drain pipe is not continuing to dump
effluents into the Stream. During the time that someone lashes herself to a
tree, that tree can not be cut down. It may be argued that laws or injunctions
can also prevent effluent-dumping and clear-cutting and the like. This is true,
however such prevention is usually retroactive, and additionally the Iaws that
exist now generally detail the conditions and terms under which damage to the
environment is permissible, and ban only the very worst kinds of damage, and
will recompense the corporations who stand to lose money because of the ban.
For example, when Julia "Butterfly" Hill came down from "Luna", the
California Redwood tree she lived in for more than a year to protect it from
logging, her supporting organization, Circle of Life Foundation, was forced to
pay $50,000 (US) to the Pacific Lumber Company to preserve the tree and a

200 meter no-logging zone around it. Another example: the Species At Risk

Act, recently proposed in the Canadian federal legislature, would "enable
compensation to De paid to individuals, organizations, Aboriginal peoples or
businesses for any extraordinary or unfair impact or losses suffered as a result
of prohibiting the destruction of critical habitat."l03 From the
environmentalists' point of view, this

iç

simply not good enough.

5.2 The second achievement of direct action is that it draws public
attention to the issue in a way that civil action could not. A letter to a
newspaper or to a member of parliament can be easily ignored, as can an entire
protest when media outlets fail to report it, but a person interposing his body
between a whale and a whaler's harpoon cannot be ignored (certainly not by the
whaler).lo4 When one restricts one's methods of communication to existing
structures, one's message is subject to the rules of selection within that
structure. Whomever owns or controls the structure of a system has the ability
to set the rules of selection, and to censor the information that flows through
it. These rules of selection may entail little more than the whim of a newspaper

O3 Environment Canada, -ounder:
The S ~ & e s At Risk Act. (internet site:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/press/000411 -b-e-htm)
19th June 2000.

lo4Labour groups have leamed this lesson aswell. A strike action enables the workers to take
complete controI over their own working conditions, and thus makes their demands (whatever
they may be) unignorable. The response can often be swift: for example, when the
Saskatchewan Union of Nurses walked out on legal strike in 1998, the provincial parliament
passed back-to-work legislation within six hours-

editor, or may be something more serious like the executive decision of the
owner of a newspaper chain. Other ways to silence dissenting voices also
exist-10s
5.3 The third achievement of direct action is that it is able to engage the
problern on a much deeper level of social organization than is possible using
other methods. A social structure, be it corporate, military, or political, has no
means to compute information flowing through it that does not presuppose as
given the foundational principles on which the structure is erected. Therefore,

an activist who works within existing social structures cannot effectively
question nor criticize the structures themselves. If she did, her message would
likely be either revised or ignored. However, it is vitally necessary to do so, in
situations where the existing structures themselves are the root of the problem.
As we have seen, one major reason why humanity has not established long-term

symbiosis with the earth is because parasitic strategies are deeply rooted in
current structures of political and economic authority. Direct action enables the
activist to expose the problem at that deep-structural level, and engage it

los For example, in November-December of 1999, thousands of nonviolent protesters in
Seattle, USA, who publicly voiced their objection to the policies of the World Trade
Organization, were silenced in two critical ways. First, the news media represented the
protesters as a rabble of vandals, an irrelevant falsehood that trivializes their voice. Second,
riot police silenced the protesters by attacking them (as welf as non-protesting bystanders)
with tear gas, pepper spray, i-ubber bullets, concussion grenades, and clubs. This fact was
communicated to me privately, from an eyewitness, on 2nd December 1999.

there. An objector who suggests that laws can achieve what direct action
achieves, must supply a way for the law to address itself, if and when the law
itself, or the absence of law, is the root of the problem.
An example of an organization with morally problematic deep-structural
foundations is the trans-national corporation. Jerry Mander described eleven
rules of conduct by which al1 corporations are directed, and which human beings
within the corporation must observe. They are: the profit impemtive; the
growth imperative; cornpetition and aggression; amorality; hierarchy;
quantification; dehumanization; exploitation; ephemerality; opposition to nature;
and homogenization.106 John McMurtry's analysis of the global market itself,
which is the field in which trans-national corporations are players, likewise
reveals a problernatic deep-structure. His ten "regulating principles of true
belief", the principles that regulate the operations of the free global market,
may be surnmarized as the belief in private property, the money-price system,
opposition to protectionism and government intervention, profit-maximization,
unlimited consumerism, unfettered trade, and perpetual growth.107 The
behavior of corporations, which are the bearers and beneficiaries of the market
value system, can not be altered by changing or re-educating the corporation's

J. Mander, In the Absence of the S
O7

J. McMurtry,

m pp. 1 28-136.

Freedomç pg. 61 .

human directors. A change from within of that kind would be impossible
because it goes against the grain of what a corporation essentially is. While a
political authority daring enough to challenge corporate power rnay in theory be
able to change a corporation's behavior, political authority has a structure of its
own which, if similar to the corporate structure, would render it unable to
coerce a corporation into a new mode of behavior. Al1 governments are
hierarchical like corporations are, even democratic ones, and some governments
(of the sort we usually cal1 totalitarian) are also aggressive, dehumanizing and
amoral. Because of the similarity of structure, the political authority would be
unable to recognize disorders in another structure-- indeed the political
authority would be similarly disordered. One should therefore not rule out civil
disobedience or grassroots political activism even if government intervention is
a possibility.

5.4 - A fourth, less obvious, achievement of direct or radical action is that
it makes less radical but equally environmentally conscious proposals for change
seem more appealing. The Sierra Club, which restricts its activities almost
exclusively to public education campaigns and political lobbying, has found more
receptivity to their ideas precisely because they are perceived to be more
rational, and their methods more CO-operative,than those of more radical

groups. In comparison, a group like Greenpeace will interpose human bodies
between the whale and the whaler's harpoon. Greenpeace is more radical than
the Sierra Club in this regard, but Greenpeace members will not attempt to
damage or destroy property, whereas a group Iike Earth First! certainly will.lO8
In comparison to the crews of Greenpeace ships, the crew of the Sea Shepherd
wiil attempt to ram and sink a whaling ship, not just interfere with it. To those
who object to the methods of the radical groups, the methods of the less
radical groups are praised as the way environmental activists ought to
communicate their message. Radical groups achieve an increase in the
likelihood that the message from civil groups will get heard. We owe what
environmental legislation we have to the combination of strong-arm tactics
from radical groups and calm social discourse from civil groups.
5.5 There already exists a fairly wide philosophical literature on civil

disobedience, which may provide additional explanations of how radical activism
really does achieve something. Ronald Dworkin suggests, for example, that civil
disobedience provides the very socially important function of testing laws,
forcing their clarification, and positively ascertaining whether or not the

'O8 Dave Foreman was expelled from Greenpeace because he dumped a pile of seal pelts into
the ocean, at an action near Belle Isle,Newfoundland, to prevent seal hunters from collecting
them and selling them abroad. tnstead of mending his ways to earn re-admission, he created
Earth First!, a group whose members have no qualms about property law violations.

community's sense of justice is affirmed or offended by thern.109 When the law
is already clear and constitutionally affirmed, but objectionable on moral
grounds, civil disobedience can be used as a means to overlurn them.
Everything that happened at Auschwitz, for example, was perfectly 'legal' under
Nazi law, but clearly immoral, and any attempt to break its laws (such as escape
from it) would appear rnorally praiseworthy.110
Many civil disobediences have produced important gains for society, that
may not have obtained otherwise: we owe our advanced labour laws to massive
strikes in the early part of the twentieth century, especially the Winnipeg
General .Strike of 1919. Civil rights for women and racial minorities, pensions.
unemployment insurance, minimum wage, and the weekend, were al1 obtained in
much the same way. Canada would not be quite as socially evolved a country if
we had aflowed the rule of law, such as it was at the time, to crush the
movements of labour and civil rights.
Alan Carter suggested another defense of radical activism that is worth
reporting. He argued that radical disobedience is necessary to protect the most
innocent and numerous of possible victims: humans who have not yet been
born. He wtites that:

Carter. In Defense of Radical Disobedience
1998, pg. 30.
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The interests of future generations can only be advocated now by
those who are prepared to take their side. If non-human animals
appear defenseless and in need of human liberationists, future
generations are even more defenseless. Like non-human anirnals,
they cannot plead their case.11'

The "future generations" argument is quite common among environmental
activists and occasionally appears in environmental policy statements. The
"Species At Risk Act" is proposed in the Canadian Parliament for the purpose of
"building on Canada's heritage of stewardship and protecting our wildlife for
future generations", for exarnple.112 The Bruntland Report's definition of
sustainable developrnent, "development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needsn,"3 veritably presupposes moral obligations to not-yet-existing people.
The issue is very complicated, however, perhaps more so than Carter realizes.

Some philosophers have argued that it is nonsensical to think that we can owe
anything to nonexistent people. Some have argued that nonexistent people
cannot meaningfully be said to "have" anything, including a right to live, or the

Alan Carter, ln Defense of Radical Disobedience
Environment Canada, Çovernment of Ca-ables
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from exlmction (press release, I l th April 2000.)
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l 3 Worid Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford
University Press, Oxford UK, 1987), pg. 43.

quality of innocence, precisely because they don't exist. The "future
generations" argument is difficult, logically, but p o p ~ l a r . ~ ~ ~

6. The time to act is now. This last point I will report very briefly.
Skeptics of the environmental crisis often argue that the scientific data is
insufficient or inconclusive, and therefore we do not (yet) need to enact
environmental protections- There is controversy, for example, regarding
whether or not carbon dioxide is a green house gas.1ls Environrnentalists
respond in one of two ways. They either deny that the data is inconclusive, or
they argue that inconclusive data is no reason to delay preventative measures.
In the absence of sufficient or conclusive data, implementing environmental
protection strategies are prudent precautionary measures. One does not wait
for certainty that one's house will be struck by lightning, before buying house

ll 4 AIlan Carter's response to the Iogical difficulties of the "future generationsu argument may
be summarized as follows: "Ctearly, merely potential persons cannot possibly be harmed,.. They
can be harmed when they become persons, and it is that fact which is morally important. Harm
rarely occurs at the exact moment that the harmful action is performed. If I pull the trigger of a
gun 1 am airning at you, I cannot excuse my action by saying that it did not harm you, for you
were harmed when the bullet struck you, which was after my action of pulling the trigger (albeit
only a fraction of a second later). If I fire a missile at you which strikes in seven minutes time, l
cannot use that time delay to deny al1 responsibility for the harm that ensues... The date of
birth of the victim is morally insignificant- The fact that the infant was not born when the bomb
was planted makes no moral difference whatsoever. Some of Our present actions will, as a
matter of fact, harm persons who will exist in the future. If our present actions lead to the
destruction of the Iife-support systems of this planet, billions of people who do not yet exist will
die in horrific conditions." AIan Carter, In Defense of R a d i . Disobedience J o u m of AD^
PhiioSpphy pg. 38.

Skepticism regarding whether or not human-made global warming exists addresses only the
output half of humanity's parasitisrn. The other half, the input half, is resource extraction:
forestry, mining, oit exploration, fishing, and the like.
ll5

insurance, for example. In the case of the environmental crisis, it is potentially
the whole globe, and not just one house, that is in danger. If the existing data
is incomplete, it may still be enough to justify enacting environmental legislation
as a form of insurance, or risk protection.116 The United Nations warns that if
we are waiting for unequivocal proof, "we must not expect a single, dramatic
discovery to confirm 'global warming' once and for all. If we wait for that
discovery, we will wait for a long tirne-- until well after it is too late to do much
about it."ll7 It is not difficult to characterize the way in which the reality of the
environmental crisis is doubted, repudiated, or even ignored, as a pathological
disorder.

ll6 ln 1997, almost 1.700 scientists including 104 Nobel Prize winners, signed a 'World
Scientists' Warning to Htimanity", but it was never reported in the mainstream media. This lead
the editor of the CCPA monitor to lament, "Are we, as a species, collectively insane?" See Ed
Finn, "Why do we ignore the scientists' dire warnings of disaster?" CCPA Monitql: Vol 6 No 6
November 1999, pg. 4. An excellent analysis of the 'waiting for proof' debate is Lydia Dotto's
essay, "Proof or ConsequencesnAlternatives J o u r m Vol 26 No 2, Spring 2000, pp. 9-14. One
of her salient points is that "unfortunately, it does not really matter whether the skeptics will
win the debate over waiting for proof because sirnply creating debate has been sufficient t O
achieve the political objective of delaying measures to reduce green house gas emissions." (pg.
10, emphasis hers.)

United Nations Environmental Programme. Whv Three Hot Sumrners DonY Mean G l w
m i n g , May 1993.

The Hidden Meaning of "Think Globally Act Locally"

As a practical experiment in not only detecting but also footing out

disorders in our thinking, I present this analysis of the slogan "Think Globally Act
Locally". This slogan promotes support for local recycling programmes, park
clean-up initiatives, waste reduction campaigns, and other sirnilar
environmentally friendly civic activities. It is ais0 an affirmation of the civil
environmentalists' view that activism need not be violent or confrontational. I
cite it as a paradigrnatic example of the way in which civil activists Say we ought
to address the environmental crisis. As a rallying cry it can be found beside
other slogans such as "Reduce, Re-use. Recycle", or "Pick It Up, Don't Litter".
Al1 of these are intended to produce results that are, undoubtedly, positive for
life: a reduction of litter. and of waste ordinarily destined for landfills or
incineration, is probably a good thing for the environment. However, the
principle "Think Globally Act Locally", is particularly important since it does not
address itself specifically to one type of activity (like waste production, as in
the case of the other two slogans).

It is applicable to any activity intended to

improve environmental conditions, on a local scale. Moreover it encourages us
to look for ways in our own private lives to help keep the environment clean, in
addition to community-funded collaborative projects like recycling programmes.

To "Think Globally", it seems to me, means to concern oneself primarily
with the issues and problems that are world-wide in scope. It means to think
beyond the divisions of the "here" and "not-here", the "mine" and "not-mine",
the "now" and "not-now". These are the terms of cross-divisional pnnciple
which I have characterized as "spiritual". It would seern to follow that one
whose attention is focused on the whole globe should try to do things with
global ramifications, or, at any rate, things with the widest range of
ramifications that it is in her power to create. However, the second terni of the
premise, "Act Locally", means quite the reverse: it means to restrict yourself to
doing things that are going to impact only one's immediate and nearby
environment.
Now, I fully favour and applaud local river clean-up initiatives and city
recychng programmes. And I agree that public parks ought to have waste bins
for people's trash and city workers to ernpty them out once in a while.
However, the notion "Think Globally Act Locally" somehow enables us to think
that by participating in small scale environmental initiatives, we have fulfilled
the totality of our moral obligation to protect the global environment. We are
satisfied with the thought that small scale environmental protection strategies
are somehow equivalent to large scale environmental damage. The reality is
that local environmental protection strategies are not enough to reverse, to

halt, or even to measurably slow down the global processes of environmental
exploitation. Clearly, the believers of '7hink Globally Act Locally" are operating
with one or more suppressed premises, that enables them to avoid recognizing
the disjunction built within the principle itself.
It is tacitly assumed, but rarely articulated, that it is not possible for one
person alone to "act globally", unless perhaps one is a powerful politician or
financier, or perhaps influential activist/lobby group (such as Greenpeace). It
may be that while contemplating the global degeneration of environmental
health we feel powerless to do anything at ail. A variation of the reasoning of
"the tragedy of the commons" is at work in presuppositions of this kind. It is
supposed that the efforts of one person alone are futile against the
overwhelrning tide of forces currently engaged in destroying our environment.
It would be Iike trying to fight against the waves of the sea with one's hands, as
did the Irish mythic hero Cu Chullain. What is unrecognized by this reasoning is
that the damage to the environment has been a coordinated, organized, and
collaborative affair. It is organized by corporations and governments, and
stimulated by consumer demand for resource-consuming products."8 To a large

It should be added that consumer demand is itself stimulated by the same corporations.
This is the function and purpose of advertising. EspeciaIly in urban areas, Our visual and
auditory fields are saturated with advertising, from billboards and posters to broadcast media.
The products continue to seIl themselves to the pùrchasers who already bought them, and t O
their associates, with the prominently displayed corporate logos of the manufacturer. Therefore
even the privacy of home is no escape from the saturation of Our sensory fields with

degree it is also sustained by the actions of individuals, such as automobile
drivers. It should be recognized that efforts aimed at slowing or ending damage
to the environment, and constructively healing the environment, may also be
collaborative as well as individual. However, our slogan seems to select against
collaborative activity by way of promoting individual activity. "Think globally
act locally" more or less entails "think collaboratively act individually", or "think
big-group collaboration act small-group collaboration". Again, the slogan
supposes that one is the equivalent of the other.

The slogan is a false adjunction of contradictory obligations-- it joins
together two rnutually exclusive propositions. Individual efforts towards
preservation of the environment are without a doubt life-serving, but the
contradiction confines our efforts to the local realm, where they would be
nearly useless against the global problem-- and yet we are supposed to be
thinking about the global problem at the same time. The contradiction leads us
to believe that local and individual efforts are ali that we need to do. A Ioca
park clean-up and a decent recycling programme might inspire a city council

advertising. This is aesthetic pollution, or as it may be put more simply, "mental noise". It
serves to condition and programme our consciousness, so that legitimate Iife serving need rnay
be confused with, and merged into, non life serving want. In this way it sustains the
pathological disorder of the will to life within us all.

declare itself a "green city"l'9, but if such a city had high-polluting, high wasteproducing factories in its wards, such a declaration would be hollow, misleading,
empty, and meaningless. For failing to recognize the totality of the moral
obligation to nature, such a declaration would be symptomatic of the sarne
pathological disorder that sustains the parasitism of human society on the
earth.
If we were under an obligation to "think globally act globall~',which is
what the moral message would look iike if it were free from its contradiction,
then we may find ourselves beset with larger moral obligations. In addition to
reducing the amount of paper we use or refusing to own an automobile, we
might, for example, try to revoke the corporate charter of one or more paper
mills and auto manufacturers, which is an act with more potential for global
ramifications than persona1 restraint on one's consumer habits. In addition to
refusing to buy food that was sprayed with toxic pesticides, one might try to
revoke the corporate charter of the pesticide supplier. We might also have to
make larger investments than we already do in organic food production, public
transportation, and paper made from other plants such as hemp. It may be that
one is positively discouraged from acting globally, lest we reduce or cease

An exarnple of this is the "Green Olympics'. declared by Sydney, Australia, for the Summer
Olympic
of 2000.
l l9
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production of lumber, automobiles, food, oil, steel, and the like, and also
disemploy the workers in these industries. In order to avoid reaching grandiose
conclusions such as these, we remain content to lirnit the sphere of our moral
responsibility to the small scale.
To "think globally act locally" does not seem to require one to engage in
any confrontational or radical activism such as street-theatre or
rnonkeywrenchingQ0. It therefore gives environmentally conscious people who
use it a platforrn of moral righteousness by which to criticize the
confrontational activists. Eugene Hargrove, a renowned environmental
philosopher himself, characterized monkeywrenching as "pararnilitary
operations... closer to terrorism than civil disobedience..."121 Terrorism,
however, involves threatening a person or a group of people with death, unless
they comply with sorne dernand; this is clearly not the same as
monkeywrenching, which involves the sabotage of property but not violence or
threatened violence against people. Cases of real violence, for example the
bombing of the Greenpeace ship Rainbow Warrior by the French government, do

"Monkeywrenchingn. also called "ecotage", is the act of sabotaging industrial equiprnent in
order to prevent the use of that equipment in environmentally destructive activities.
121 Eugene Hargrove, "Ecological Sabotage: Pranks or Terrorism?" E
4(1982), pg. 292.
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not get called 'terrorism' when the terrorists themselves claim the moral high
groundJ22 Only radicals, after all, can be terrorists.

What are we to make of arguments that environmental activisrn is
permissible only insofar as it does not break the law? One way to respond to
them is to indicate that monkeywrenching frequently arises from the illegal
practices of industry. Lawbreaking companies set the precedent for activists to
break the law to oppose them. Christopher Manes writes, "While Harry Merlo
complains of the lawlessness of radical environmentalists, his own LouisianaPacific Corporation has been convicted of antitrust violations and forced to pay
$1-5 million in damages. In this context of rampant disrespect for

environmental law, the refrain that lawlessness begets lawlessness seems to be
an argument for ecotage, not against it."123 Another example: three hundred
nonviolent citizens were arrested for attempting to block clear-cut logging in
Clayquot Sound, British Columbia, by Macmillan-Bloedel. However, MacrniilanBloedel had been convicted fifty times for environmental law violations, and
these convictions did not result in any prison terms for any of the company's

22 ARer the bombing of the Rainbow Warrior by French commandos in the harbour of
Wellington, New ZeaIand, in which one crewrnernber drowned, a member of the British
Parliament said to Margaret Thatcher, "lt's a British ship with a British ffag and a British captain
and a British crew in a British Commonwealth harbour sunk by the French government", to which
she said, "It's none of Our concern..." D. VanDeVeer & C. Pierce, eds. The Envirod Policv Rook, pg. 601.

directors.124 It would seem that we have no particular problem with the
unrestrained destruction of the life syçtems on which t h e continued survival of
humanity and the planet depends, but we are prepared t o imprison, repudiate as
"terrorist", and otherwise ostracize those who protect t h e world's life systems
from destruction. Facts of these kinds are indicative of a disorder in our value
priorities: when what is tantamount to the wholesale destruction of the Earth is
hailed as progress, surely we have taken leave of our senses.

Dave Foreman, the founder of Earth First!, regarded monkeywrenching as
not terrorist at al1 but as "thoughtful" and "deliberate".

He described it as non-

violent (that is, not violent against people), not organized, individual, targeted,
timely, dispersed, diverse, fun, not revolutionary, simple, and deliberate and

ethical.125 The only point at which a civil activist may cl airn moral superiority
over a monkeywrencher is the fact that civil activists do not break the law. A
rnonkeywrencher rnight counter by claiming that, in the light of higher moral

'23 Christopher Manes, Ecotage in M. Zirnmerman et. al., eds.
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J. McMurtry, U u a I Freedoms (Garamond Press, Toronto, 1998) pg. 122, note 37.

125 Each of these eIeven claims is given a short paragraph of explaniation by Foreman. It is
worth reprinting the last: " Monkeywrenching is not something to d o cavalierly.
Monkeywrenchers are very conscious of the gravity of what they da. Tbey are deliberate about
taking such a senous step. They are thoughtful. Monkeywrenchers --although nonviolent- are
warriors. They are exposing themselves to possible arrest or injury. It is not a casual or flippant
affair- They keep a pure heart and mind about it, They remernber tthat they are engaged in the
most moral of al1 actions: protecting life, defending the Earth." D. Foreman, "Strategic
Monkeywrenching" T
h
eBO& pg. 606.

obligations on which civil activists do not act, certain laws ought to be
disobeyed. The obligation to protect the Earth is, as Foreman put it, "the rnost
moral of al1 actions", which puts it above the obligation to respect property.
So, the supposed moral high ground on which a law-abiding environmentalist
stands does not really existYet it remains necessary to examine the details of the obligation to
protect the Earth, and the value foundation on which it stands. I cal[ that
obligation "The Activists' Imperative". and the value foundation on which it
stands is global animism.

The Activists'

lmperative

An important clairn about value and about duty is presupposed by those
who favour confrontational activism. The "activist sequence" is not really made
of moral c!airns. because the sequence does not tell us what is right or wrong.
It gives a prudential or performative kind of "ought": it tells us what to do, but
only as an instruction to reach a desired end (a reduction or cessation of the
destruction of the Earth). Its usefulness is that it dispels the social illusions
that perpetuate the disorder of the will to life within us. But as a prudential

"ought" it does not tell us that the end is a duty. There must be an additional
prernise to the sequence, establishing that it is morally right to do what we can
to prornote more harrnonious human participation in the world, and affirming
without doubt that the teios, the purpose, of environmental activisrn is a duty.
The Activists' lmperative is:

When an institution of civil society oppresses life,

then one ought to disobey it, with a view to the maintenance of the world.
Here follows an expianation. "The institutions of civil society" are
constituted organizations, such as corporations, churches, governrnent
departrnents, and so on. ! also include social conditions and cultural customs
reinforced not by laws or rules, as are constituted organizations, but by
persona1 habit or community approval. Thus, as examples, it is possible to think
of four o'clock tea-time, or the celebration that occurs at New Year's Eve, as
institutions.
To "oppress life" is to extract energy and resources frorn nature in the

manner of a parasite, so that the host cannot flourish but must suffer to merely
survive. It also means to deposit waste in the environment, which can include
pollution and garbage. The host life organism can be a group of people, as in
the case of overworked and underpaid sweatshop workers, or an ecosystem,
such as a forest that a corporation is clear cutting. Such are the kinds of
conditions that activate, or necessitate, the moral imperative that "one ought

to disobey thern". It must be noted that parasites in nature cannot be thought
of as "oppressors", except perhaps rnetaphorically, because oppression is an
intentional, conscious and deliberate act, whereas parasitism among animals and
plants is a naturally selected survival strategy, itself subject to further
modification by biophysical forces. It bears a degree of intentionality but not so
much that it may be thought of as a self-aware, conscious decision. (As
Schopenhauer observed, the Will to Life need not be conscious.) "Successful"
parasites in nature tend to evolve into obligate symbiotes, or else die off as the
strategy becomes unsustainable.
To "disobey" an institution means to do something that disrupts the
activities of the institution, making it difficult or impossible for that institution
to function. Alternately it means to not do something, without which the
institution cannot function. The reader is reminded that cultural, political, and
social forces are more dominant in human ecology than forces of instinct or
natural selection. One who disobeys an oppressive institution becomes, or at
any rate behaves as, a social, political, or cultural force selecting against
parasitism in human ecology.
The last segment of the Activists Imperative, "with a view to the
maintenance of the world", conditions how one should go about this
disobedience. To have "a view to the maintenance of the world" is to do that

which will promote the flourishing of life, not only one's own life but
environmental organizations on a global scale. It means to rectify parasitic
energy-exchange relationships back to symbiotic relationships. Sol our activist
is not a reckless rebel, nor a totally self-interested competitor. Such a person is
animated by the will to life within her, to rectify the conditions of civil society
into a more harmonious relation with life. As an oppression of life led to the
disobedience, so it is that the goal of the disobedience is the cessation of that
oppression.

The moral principle of having "a view to the maintenance of the world" is
from the Bhagavad Gita.126 1 have selected it because it expresses both
precisely and also poetically what 1 have in mind. A few verses earlier in the
text, Krishna instructs Arjuna: "Do thy allotted work, for action is better than
inaction; even the maintenance of thy physical life cannot be effected without
action... This world is in bondage to work. Therefore, O son of Kunti, do thy
work as a sacrifice."127 l read this as a further elabouration of what it means to
have a view to the maintenance of the world. The "maintenance" of one
person's life or the Iife of the whole world means doing what will promote,

Bhagavad Gita, (3:20) Source: Radhakrishnan and Moore. eds. 1
University Press, New Jersey USA, 1957) pg. 114.
126
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27 Bhagavad Gita, (3:8-9)1
Philosophy, pg.113 This is the introductory comment that
leads to the instruction, on pg. 114, "thou should do works also with a view to the maintenance
of the worldn.

support, supply, and empower life, as well as protect and preserve life from
threats, dangers, and attacks. Krishna's point is that one must work (that is,
pro-actively do things) to achieve this maintenance of life. Moreover, it is the
life of "the world" that we are to maintain. Thus, one could Say, having a view
to the maintenance of the world is a way to "think globally", as I explained it
earlier. Undertaking this maintenance "as a sacrifice" means to have the
attitude that maintaining the world is a spiritual activity. [t means to think
beyond the divisions of here and not-here, mine and not-rnine, as one
undertakes one's work. It is an activity done for the sake of the cross-divisional
forces of animation that empower the world, including and yet not Iimited to
our individual selves.
Arne Naess, founder of Deep Ecology and main defender of the principle
of radical inclusivism called "the deep self", used the Gita as an inspirational
which reads: "He sees
source. The particular verse which inspired him is 6129,
himself as in al1 beings and al1 beings in himself, who himself is yoked in
discipline, and who sees the same everywhere". For Naess, this entails radical
connectivity with al1 of nature, quite the opposite of what orthodox Hinduism
purports the passage to mean. However, Naess' use of it is similar to Mohandas

K. Gandhi's, for whom the passage had to do with political realization and

liberation.128 Additionally, because the text seems to regard the activity of
maintaining the world as an end in itself,1*9 the activity of maintaining the world
iç

done because it

iç

the right thing to do, and though considerations of

consequences are not irrelevant they are subordinate to deontological
considerations.
Here is an example of the lmperative at work. "Consurnerism"130 is an
example of a socially approved custorn (hence. an institution in the broad sense
given earlier) that oppresses life, because it encourages people to discard and
replace what could be repaired, which stresses the environment by requiring of
it to bear a greater burden of waste, breeds anti-life complacency in the
consumer herself, and also encourages people to satisfy al[ their wants by
purchasing some cornrnodity, Iife-sustaining or not, thus enabling production
industries to extract and pollute the environment. With this in mind, we ought

See Knut A Jacobsen, Bhagavad Gita, Ecosophy T. and Deep Ecology laPUlry 39. pp. 21 9 238.
'28

The moral theory asserted by the Bhagavad Gita is deontology. Krishna says. "To action
alone hast thou a right and never at al1 to its fruit; let not the fruits of action be thy motive;
neither let there be in thee any attachment to inaction. Fixed in yoga, do thy work, O winner o f
wealth (Arjuna), abandoning al1 attachment, with .an even mind in success and failure. for
evenness of mind is called yoga." 2:47-48 (Radhaknshnan & Moore, eds.
Pg-110)
129
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for exarnple, Paul H. Connett, "The Disposable Society' in D. VanDeVeer & C. Pierce.
eds. The Environmental F w n d Policv Rook (Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont California, 1994)
pp- 569-583, for a critical examination of consumerism, especially with regard to waste
production and disposal, and some alternatives.
130 See.

to disobey the institution of consumerism, and reduce the damage to the
environment and also empower ourselves through reduced reliance on things
external to nature.

The Value Foundation of the Activists ' lmperative

What is the ground of value on which the Activists' Imperative stands? It
stands on the presurnption that life and nature is a value and they should not be
oppressed. There is more to this than some vapid plea for the sanctity of life.
If the perpetuation of organic function is al1 that we mean by "al1 life is sacred",
then we must enter a risky realm. In this realrn we are obliged to sustain
people's lives but need not think too deeply about the circumstances or
conditions in which they live. To meet the moral obligations implied by the
claim "al1 life is sacred", it is enough simply to know that they are alive. Further
issues, such as suffering or freedom, need not enter the analysis. Additionally

we might find ourselves obliged to sustain the organic function of people who
chronically suffer, or who have no consciousness due to disease or injury, for no
other reason than to keep them alive.131 That is what makes it risky. We might

'37 It is not my purpose here to enter the debate on euthanasia, but I should mention that
arguments in favour of euthanasia presuppose that acute suffering really is worse than death. I
find that rather life-affirming. However, such arguments generally do not address preventative
measures: the response to suffering, "let the afflicted persons dieu, is retroactive at best.

give to charities or to medical foundations so that the lot of others is improved
somewhat, but that would be an additional, albeit respectable, embellishment
above and beyond the requirement. However, if we invested the quality of lifeexperience with value, in addition to organic function, we might find ourselveç
beset with larger, more proactive moral obligations. For example, if we decided
that the quality of life is a moral consideration of more importance than
perpetuated organic function, we would have to do more than just give money
to a homelessness foundation. We might have to seek a total re-organization
of society in such a way that poverty would not be possible. A tall order,
indeed! Yet it is precisely the unwillingness of some to consider this option,
that prevents more inclusive calculations of value from entering the public
discourse. It is another case of a suppressed premise at work in our
consciousness.
Global animism goes beyond the minimal level of perpetuated organic
function. A tree receives energy from the sunlight and the soi[ and transforms
it into the vital energy of life. This would be enough to satisfy a minimal will to

life, since some life-activity is occurring. But the tree continues to grow, and to
produce more leaves and to extend its roots so that more energy can be
channeled through its structure. In this way the will to life goes beyond a

minimal level, and compels life to enable larger and larger volumes of energy
transmission. The pattern and impulse of the will to life is implicit in entire
ecosystems as they regulate the total environment, rnaintaining the conditions
whereby living beings flourish and excel. This regulation takes work, however,
and we have to work in order to Iive, we cannot sustain our life if we do not
work to sustain it. Work means doing something: appropriating the energy
requirements of life, and producing energy. Such is (part of) the meaning of
the descriptive claim made by Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita, "this world is in
bondage to workt'.132 It seems to be a cross-cultural, non-relative phenomenon
that the sources of life supporting energy are affirmed as good. Moreover it is
sometimes a matter of impulse and instinct that we protect and preserve our
life. We recoil from pain. We feel fear when threatened with the deprivation of
our life. If we are drowning we struggle to reach the surface of the water. If we
are inflicted with a disease our immune system destroys the invading disease
cet 1s.
One thing that history teaches us is that societies and cultures also
respond to threats and dangers, for when the conditions of life become so
unacceptable as to be unlivable, a revolution could occur. The likelihood may

32 See also Genesis 3:19. "You will have to work hard and sweat to make the soil produce
anything, until you go back to the soil from which you were formed."

not be great, but it is non-zero. An old, oppressive order maybe replaced with
a new order. Lamentably, sometimes the new order is equally as oppressive as
the order it replaced, as in the case of the Bolshevik revolution which
overturned the Tsars of Russia. Nonetheless, revolutiorrs happen. They begin
when at least one person decides that she will tolerate an oppressor no longer,
and then, with the intention of instituting non-oppressive social structures,
proceeds to disobey the oppressive order. The revolutionary overthrow of
oppressive structures of social life is an extreme-case example of the work of a
social immune system, seeking to promote the health and vitality of society by
protecting against a disordered structure.
To support our own life, we must establish ourselves in relationships of
energy-exchange with the environment. Clearly, we do so because we wish to
preserve and improve the quality of our own life; we wish this because we value
our own life. This value becomes pathologically disordered when it becomes
self-defeating in its long-term expression. There is something utterly wrong
when we recognize value for ourselves only, as if human affairs occur on a plane
of existence separate from environmental events. The Earth does more than
supply us with energy: it shapes us with its mechanisms of natural selection,
and it joins us together with its circuits of energy. For some, nature is also a
source of wonder and spiritual meaning. The Activists' lmperative requires the

abolishment of self-other disjunctions, for the purpose of coriecting the
disorder, because it is for the sake of rnaintaining harmonious non-parasitic
energy-exchanges throughout the world, including but not liniited to the
individual self, that one is obliged to disobey the demands of an anti-life
institution.
It would be a strange imperative that obliged people to do an impossible
thing, but the abandonment of the self-other disjunction is not an impossible
thing. Nor is it "idealistic", meaning a goal that we strive for though we tacitly
assume that it can never be achieved. It is not at al1 unnatural for us to identify
with the suffering of other beings, hurnan, animal, and plant. It may be
objected that not every person has an emotive connexion with the experiences

of other people. Certainly there are criminais who are insensitive to the
sufferings of others. Also. some people emotively respond only to their own
friends, or children, or team mates, etc., but are indifferent to the suffering or
happiness of anyone else. There are two ways to respond to this rejoinder.
One, that insensitivity is something that can be learned or acquired by being
exposed to insensitivity. To learn insensitivity, we must make a strenuous
mental effort to repudiate the feelings of other people as irnmaterial and
unimportant. Insensitivity towards people who are not members of one's ingroup (be it one's religious or cultural group, etc.) is a learned habit typically

called "prejudice". TWO,and more importantiy, it is enough to Say that at least
some people are able to emotionaliy respond to the experiences of at least
some other people as if they were subjected to the experience too. If it is
possible in fact for some, then it is possible in principle for ail.
The sympathetic concern for the suffering of others does not seem to
operate at al1 times nor with equal force, but a case can be made that it is a
general element in human being. It has many manifestations. When observing
another person being injured, such as at sporting events, an observer frequently
recoilç as if she herself suffered the injury. When observing a person who is il1
we sometimes feel sympathy, and we accommodate them and offer them
comforts, and we admonish thern when they do not comfort thernselves. When
contemplating the global deterioration of species diversity and ecosystem
stability, some of us becorne lost in despair and helplessness. Likewise it is not
unnatural for us to share in the joy and exaltation of other people. Some watch
in rapt fascination as dare-devils risk their lives by sky-diving, cliff-jumping or
rock-climbing. Some admire and emulate those exceptional individuals who push
the boundaries of human biological possibility by, for example, sprinting one
hundred meters in less than nine seconds, or running half way across Canada
with an artificial leg, or climbing a mountain, or overturning a car to free a
trapped person. Some feel happiness and satisfaction when observing the

.

affectionate behavior of two people who love each other. This is, I believe,
ernblematic of the shared telos, the will to life, that exists within us all.
For a summary comment, 1 turn to the Chinese philosopher Wang Yang
Ming. He believed that everyone, even "a small man" emotionally identifies with
other people and things. For him, "manifesting the clear character" consisted in
recognizing ail things in Heaven and Earth as foming one body. A person of
humanity forms one body with al1 things:
..mot because he deliberately wants to do sol but because it is
natural to the humane nature of his mind that he do so... Therefore
when he sees a child about to fall into a well, he cannot help a
feeling of alarm and commiseration. This shows that his humanity
forms one body with the child. It may be objected that the child
belongs to the same species. Again, when he observes the pitiful
cries and frightened appearance of birds and animals about to be
slaughtered, he cannot help feeling an "inability to bear" their
sufferings. This shows that his humanity forms one body with birds
and animals. It may be objected that birds and animals are sentient
beings as he is. But when he sees plants broken and destroyed, he
cannot help a feeling of pity. This shows that his humanity forms
one body with plants. It may be said that plants are living things as
he is. Yet even when he sees tiles and stones shattered and
crushed, he cannot help a feeling of regret133

'a3 Wang Yang Ming, "Inquiry on the Great Learning", in Wing-Tsit Chan, ed. Chinese Phil-,
pp. 659-660. His words echo the earlier Chinese sage Mencius, who wrote: "When men
suddenly see a chiid about to fall into a weil, they al1 have a feeling of alarm and distress, not t o
gain friendship with the child's parents, nor to seek the praise of their neighbors and friends ..."
ibid, pg. 6 5 .

The usefulness of non-confrontational

activism.

As indicated earlier, a person who wishes to do something "for the
environment" is faced with the option to use either civil or confrontational
methods. This disjunction need not be exclusive. Activists can agree that civil
action is useful, and generally do not advocate complete abandonment of those
methods. The case against it is not that it is useiess, but that compared to
direct action it is not sufficiently effective, and therefore ought not to be
preferred before direct action. Even so, civil activism still has a degree of
usefulness. Even the most anti-"establishment" activist, for any cause (the
environment, labour, human rights, and so on), who professes total lack of
confidence in government and business, frequently continues to use civil action
at the same time that he uses direct action (by, for example, producing an
underground newspaper, starting a lobby group or education campaign,
respecting boycotts, or spoiling the ballot when he goes to vote). As civil
activism serves is given a kind of "leg up" by confrontational activism,
Activists may further publicize their opinions in non-confrontational ways by

adopting alternative lifestyles; this can inciude vegetarianism, hornosexuality, or
joining a minority religion with principles more akin to what they belie~e.13~

An attitude towards something presupposes a decision about what it is.
So, what kind of attitude do we have about a law, or corporate executive
command. regarding the scale and extent to which industry rnay or may not
pollute and extract from the environment? Regulatory controls on trade and
industry designed to protect against environmental emissions and extractions

are categorized by international trade agreements as "trade barriers", and are
usual resisted by the world's business leaders as an attempt to "tax" or
"protect" or "control" or "socialize" the economy, as if such regulations by their
nature are bad. The very words that business people use to describe such laws
are negative in character, and they foster a negative attitude towards them. In
this way, business leaders can foster public support for their purposes. In the

view of activists, however, trade barriers are necessary protective regulations
which restrict the ability of industry to pollute and to extract without Iimit.
Again, by using positively charged words, activists can influence the attitudes
-

Ideally, one's lifestyle or appearance should not affect the acceptance or dismissal of one's
ideas. The effectiveness of this strategy for communicating one's political opinions depends on
other people committing the "ad hominem" fallacy- Yet it should not be quickly dismissed.
Directing one's life in accord with non-conventionai values, even when doing so does not in any
substantial way impact on the lives of other people, can result in ostracism and violence from
those who believe the lifestyle is not *normaln. This exposes the prejudice of those who hurt
them, which is part of what any grassroots political movement is ultimately trying to change.
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of people and gain support. Reformulating attitudes iç a non-obvious form of
non-confrontational activism.
In the absence of sufficient protective regulations, activists should
consider it permissible to employ sufficient direct action to protect the

-

environment and also to draw attention to the seriousness of the damage and
the urgent need for environmental healing. Direct action entirely bypasses the
"war of words" that is entailed by the reformation of policies and regulations
because, for example, whether one refers to a tractor with its fuel line
disconnected as "decommissioned" or "maliciously vandalized", the fact is that
it will not operate, until labour and resources are diverted to repair it.

The assumptions about industry and trade seem to require comment as
well. The exercise of consumer choice is one non-confrontational way in which
people can make their views known and make changes in accord with their
views. People could, for example, choose against non-renewable high-polluting
fossil fuels to power their cars and homes, and use solar-generated or windgenerated electricity instead. Indeed, economists could use a cost-benefit
analysis to predict that people will eventually choose environmentally friendly
methods over environmentally unfriendly methods. The prediction goes

Attention-getting can serve a political purpose, as 1 explained in item 5.2 of "The Sequence of
Conf rontationai Activism".

something like this. Rare products tend to be more expensive; accordingly, as
resources of fossil fuels become more scarce, they will proportionately become
more expensive. The labour effort involved in exploration, extraction and
distribution returns less product as the product becomes more scarce (this
assumes that the price of labour remains constant, and that extraction methods

dc not substantially change, which are false assurnptions, but for the sake of
simplicity l'II make them) which means more labour-power goes into its
extraction. As the cost of labour is figured into the sale price, the price
increases.
It follows that the price of fossil fuels will rise and rise and rise until
eventually they become more expensive than renewable energy sources. It is
assumed that the market always invests in the cheaper alternative,l35 and so
when the price of fossil fuels becomes greater than that of, for exarnple, solar
power, the market will promptly invest in solar power, and the producers of
fossil fuels will promptly lose profit until thei; business is no longer sustainable.
In this way market forces will "inevitably" solve the problem of the global oil

supply shortage.

135 m e assumption that the market always invests in the cheaper alternative is also a false
assumption; rather, market demând is persuaded and motivated not only by price but also by
package, image, fashion and trend, and a variety of other undoubtedly non-rational forces, a t
work in what is believed to be a rational market. Observe, for exarnple, the popularity of Coca
Cola, an un-extraordinary product that serves no great tife-affirming purpose but nevertheless
returns billion-dollar profits to its trademark owners every year.

Yes, it may al1 be true, says the activist, but what happens to the world
between now and then? Activists believe that the damage done to the Earth
and to humanity as well has already reached an extent so serious, they are no
longer willing to wait. Oil resources are stripped from the earth in vast
quantities, forests of trees are felled in the search for it, and more species are
lost to the poisonous emissions of fossil fuel engines.136 Entire nations of
indigenous people are displaced as the land that they live on is leased to energy
exploration corporations by the state government. Of the al1 the wars taking
place at the moment that 1 am writing, many of them are guerrilla wars fought
by indigenous people, who resist the exploitation of their lands by transnational

corporations. In these wars, the armies of the state fight their own people.137
The Chiapas of Mexico, for example, are fighting a guerilla war to oppose the
creation of new Maquiladora free-trade zones in their traditional territory:

136 A brief word about another form of pollution produced Sy the fossil fuel engine: the noise i t
makes is so prevalent in the midst of human cities that one rarely ever experiences the sounds
of nature, nor even true silence. It must be noted that pollution of Our sensory experiences can
be equally as destructive to Iife as pollution of air and water. Not only does noise diminish the
quality of our Iife, but extrerne noise diminishes Our capacity to function.

Monitor, A World at War: The 1996 Armed CorlfliCts R e m (Conrad Grebel College,
Waterloo, 1996) p. 12 .
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among the impacts of these zones has been a scarcity of water so acute that
children and infants must drink Coca-cola and Pepsi instead.138
Additionally, environmentally friendly methods of generating electricity
are, at this time, beyond the capacity of most markets to pay for them. We
live in a system where people cannot have what they cannot pay for, and
therefore people who cannot pay for even the rnost essential life-nurturing
needs cannot get thern. We're fortunate in Canada that some of the essential
life needs, such as medicine, are available to those who cannot pay for them
out of pocket, but an elaborate system of redistributive exchange called
taxation is the means by which we pay, just the sarne. In countries where
medicine (or other public sewices) are not socialized, the inability to access life
needs due to the inability to pay is more of an ernergency.
Environmentally friendly energy sources, or any other environmentally
friendly production technology, that are priced inaccessibly high will therefore
not enter wide use. According to the rules of this system, the degree to which
things are of value is the degree to which people are willing to pay for thern.139
but according to the activist there are certain things of value that cannot or
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139 See Mark Sagoff. "At the Shrine of Our Lady of Fatima, or Why Political Questions Are Not
Ail Economicn in The ArUp-aw
Review, Vol. 23, pp. 1283-1 298.

must not be quantified in terms of money. W e should realize the basic life value
of clean air, clean water, healthy ecosystems, species preservation, and that
their basic life value can 'trump', or over-rule, certain other values, especially
property or money value.140 This basic insight directs the activist to seek
answers and solutions to environmentaf crisis outside of the structures of the
market; direct action is one such solution.
The owners of logging companies frequently measure the damage that
monkeywrenching does to their equipment in terms of the money needed to
repair or replace the equipment, as well as the profit that would have been
returned from the sale of resources that they could not extract. The
monkeywrenchers themselves measure the event in terms of how much damage
to the environment was prevented. Ironically, many activists fully understand
the way in which value is quantified in terms of money. A successful direct
action, for example, damages equiprnent to increase the cost of production,
until the cost of production is higher than what the buyers or the investors are
willing to pay. Then, presumably, the Iife-damaging industry will withdraw. This
is an economic analysis of the effectiveness of direct action.

A chief of a Blackfoot tribe made this unequivocal rejection of the money value of the white
man. "Our land is more valuable than your money, it will last forever. It will not even perish by
the flames of fire- As long as the Sun shines and the waters flow, this land will be here to give
life to men and animals; therefore we cannot seIl this Iand." T-C-McLuhan,Touch The
pg.
140
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Conclusion for Chapter Two: Activism as an Expression of the WiII to
Life

The third principle of global animism is the will to Iife, which wills to
reproduce the conditions most favourable to life. A person or group who
undertakes to end the destruction of the Earth is manifesting that will, free
from disordered misapplications of energy. Certainly, the strategy of parasitism
is, in the long run, not a condition favourable to life, however positive it may be
for the parasite itself in the short term. The parasites themselves and
especially their waste products, which are the toxins and refuse produced from
the energy-resources appropriated from the host, are nonfunctional, and even
anti-functional, elements in nature, interrupting and subverting the life-positive
activity of global animism. Both civil and confrontational activism, in a certain
small way, is human effort directed towards activities that promote life by
reducing the scope and rate of damage done to nature by parasitic energy
appropriation and waste-product deposit. Such a person or group is working to
rernove nonfunctional or anti-functional elements within environmental systems.
In biological terms, such activity is the function of the immune system. We can
Say, therefore, that environmental activists help to play the role of the immune

system for humanity and the earth. Whereas the parasitism of human industry
and waste-disposa1 on the Earth is the will to Iife in pathological disorder,
environmental activism

iç

the alternative, it is the will to life seeking to rectify

that disorder. It is the attempt to dislodge an oppressor, which must be
achieved before life can flourish in the full range of its natural activity, and even
expand its natural range to include new and hitherto unknown possibilities.
Schopenhauer, on whorn I relied for an explanation of the will, might agree
that abandoning epistemic differentiation is an important precondition for
virtue. He said,
If that veil of Maya, the principium individuationis, is lifted from the
eyes of a man to such an extent that he no longer makes the
egoistical distinction between hirnself and the person of others, but
takes as rnuch interest in the suffering of .other individuals as in his
own... then it follows automatically that such a man, recognizing in
al1 beings his own true and innermost self, must also regard the
endless sufferings of ali that lives as his own, and thus take upon
himself the pain of the whole world.14'

This vigorous re-assertion of the moral foundation of the Upanishads is
supposed to generate strong feelings of sympathy, which will in turn motivate a
person to help alleviate the suffering of others. It is exemplary of the
metaphysical "breakthrough" in which the self-other disjunction is abolished,
which we have already seen in Wang Yang Ming and in the Bhagavad Gita. It
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may seem at first that abandoning the self-other disjunction as Schopenhauer
has advocated, must lead one directly into endless despair, as one takes on to
herseff the suffering of other people. Certainly Schopenhauer regarded the will
as a source of suffering.

On that theme, he wrote: "Everyone is nothing but

this will itself, whose phenornenon is an evanescent existence, an always vain
and constantly frustrated striving ..."14*

For cornments of this kind he is almost

universally regarded as a life-disvaluing pessimist.
What Schopenhauer apparently did not realize, and what I feel compelled
to write at the last, to leave the reader in a positive frame of mind, is that a
person who makes no egoistical distinction between himself and others rnay
also take upon himself the happiness, the joy, and the peace, of others as well.
Moreover. though Schopenhauer does not seem to account for it, the will may
delight in its motions and transformations.143 The will to life may even produce
ecstasy in those who are moved by it. One who is rnoved by both the suffering
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A. Schopenhauer, Jhe World as Will and Representatior~pg. 397.

43 On this point, the Hindu Tantras are in agreement. "lndian tradition often answers the
question 'why is there something rather than nothing?' by offering the concept of 'lila', 'play'.
This suggests that the world is the result of the 'play', or 'sport' of the Deity, or in the case of
Tantra, of sexual play between the Originating Couple... Tantra thus means that realizing the
concreteness, particularity, narrowness and seeming horror of individual existence and change,
the web of cruelty that binds life to life, are essential to creation, essential to bliss, the whole
purpose of the cosrnic sexual act [of creation]." P. Rawson, The Art of Ta-,
(Thames and
Hudson, London England, 1995) pp.41-42,

and also the joy of others is a focal point for a healing transformation in the
moral condition of the world.
A first step in the process of becoming an agent of the immune system

of the Earth is the recognition of one's connectivity with the Earth. This means
an abandonment of epistemic differentiation and an adoption of some principle
of unity, especially for the purpose of resolving moral dilemmas connected to

the environmental crisis. This includes the realization that connectivity is the
foundation of our being, and as such a valuable asset. I offer Global Animism as
one such principle of unity.

Closing Remarks
An idea about nature and reality is, frequently enough, a cal1 to arms,
summoning the believers to mobilize their strength and emotion in the service
of a higher purpose: the rebuilding of reality in the image of the thought.
The currently dominant idea about nature, as exemplified by the large
majority of legislation and corporate policy, is that it is a mere resource for raw
materiais, food, and energy, and that human life and culture occurs on sorne
kind of separate and higher plane. This idea was almost certainly not a part of
humanity's earliest thoughts on nature, as contemporary indigenous people
indicate. 1 imagine that it was not a part of early western thought either, as
exernplified by al1 of those "Green Man" faces carved on to European
~athedrals,l4~
and the survival of pre-Christian fertility festivals in secular
folklore.145 But the idea is almost certainly false: nature's capacity to produce
wealth and absorb waste is finite.
Any denial of such an idea must be accornpanied by a negation of the
right to exploit nature. Therefore, philosophers have been seeking an expanded,
more inclusive criterion for what counts as valuable. My strategy has included
this: 1 offered Life as the ultirnate intrinsic good. But 1 am also interested in re-
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writing the way people think about themselves and the social systems in which
they live, which I think is more effective than postulating new moral laws. No
one can show moral behavior by being forced, guilt-tripped, cornpelled by rules,
or frightened into showing it. It seems contradictory to command someone to
do that which can only emerge from spontaneous and genuine feeling. This
thesis has been about building up that feeling, by appealing to the longrepudiated but nonetheless powerful notion of spirit. An activist who knows not
what is wrong and knows not what to do about it, is no help to anyone. An
activist whose actions are animated by a sense of purpose and meaning, is a
force of nature.
The task of the philosopher is to challenge our assumptions, evaluate
them, affirm them if they are acceptable or reject them if they are not, and
thereby bring us back to the reality. It is dangerous to think al1 things open to
question, because the answers to Our questions might seem to require drastic
changes in our thinking, or in Our lifestyle. But to think some things
indisputable, and "true" in the sense of unquestionable, is deadly. In the case
of environmental thought, we need a re-evaluation of the way we think about
nature, before human life and civilization collapses under the weight of a reality
re-asserting itself against the walls of disordered value priorities. My own
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metaphysic is also a railying cry to action: it has been about resisting, fighting,

tearing down the disorders in certain structures of thought and social
organization.
In projects 1 am currently planning for the future, I will concentrate on
building up alternatives to the structures which in this project I recognized as

disordered, which seems to me to be the next step after any tearing-down. The
building-up has already begun, in the form of the commitments made by the
world's governrnents to clean up the planet, such as the commitment made at
the 1998 Kyoto Protocol. I am aware of the large expense of implementing a
large-scale environmental protection initiative. But I doubt it would be greater
than what is currently invested in miiitary spending, international currency
speculation, the Human Genome Project, the International Space Station, or in
mass media marketing campaigns for environmentally destructive consumer
products like cars and air conditioners. Why not have a massive "Earth
Stewardship" initiative in addition to these other enormous projects, the
expense of which is often overlooked due to the great edification of human
existence that they promise? 1s an Earth Stewardship project no less
promising?

I think that it is.

-- Bren

